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Abstract: 

During the automatic generation of complex VLSI-circuits from a high level description 
it is necessary to provide some graphical feedback to the designer. This can be done by 
drawing a schematic diagram of a temporarily constructed network. 
To overcome the time consuming manual drawing of such diagrams, an automatic 
schematic diagram generator is developed. The generator is composed out of a 
placement and a routing part. For both parts user oriented algorithms based on some 
guidelines traditionally followed in manual drawing of schematic diagrams are 
constructed. 
The algorithms are implemented and results are shown. 
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1. Notations 

In this report a slightly unconventional notation for variable-binding constructs is used. It will be 
explained here infonnally. 

Universal quantification is denoted by ( A x: R : E ) where A is the quantifier, x is a list of bound 
variables, R is a predicate, and E is the quantified expression. Both R and E will, in general, contain 
variables from x. R delineates the range of the bound variables. Expression E is defined for values that 
satisfy R. 
Existential quantification is denoted similarly, using quantifier Ii. 
Summation is denoted by using quantifier S, with E an integer expression. 
The maximum of an integer expression is denoted by ( MA~ x: R : E ), the minimum by ( MIN x: R : E 
). 
Another useful quantifier is the so called numeric quantifier, denoted by N. ( N x: R : E ) gives the 
number of solutions of the variables of x satisfying R and E. 
Note: 

( N x: R : E ) = ( N x: Rand E : true ) 
( N x: R : true) = ( S x: R : 1) 

A declaration of a procedure P has the fonn 

procP(? x: type of x; y: typeofy;! z: typeofz) 
I[ 

"body" 
JI 
corp 

There are three kinds of variables: 
input variables, in the list of parameters prefixed by "1", 
input-output variables, not prefixed, 
output variables, prefixed with"!". 

A declaration of a function F has the fonn 

func F( ? x : type of x; y : lype of y; ! z : type of z ) : type of F 
I[ 

"body" 
JI 
cnuf 

The same kinds of variables are allowed. In the body, the assigoment F := " ... " must occw; because F has 
to get a value. 
A variable in the variable-list preceded by "glo" means, it's a global variable. 
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2. Introduction 

Until recently, a schematic diagram - a two dimensional representation of modules and their 
interconnecting lines - has been made by a designer using paper, pencil and an eraser to change an 
already drawn part of the diagram. With the introduction of the schematics-editor, the designer changed 
its tools for a graphic-terminal and several supporting devices. The editor was an important step towards 
the automatic design of electric circuits. The computer aided design (CAD) of electric circuits started. 
Nowadays, the designer has a library of modules and he can place and interconnect them very easily, the 
result is shown on the screen of his terminal. When a simulator which can read the constructed diagram 
is added to the editor, an even more powerful system is created. The necessity to build a circuit to test 
whether the designed electric circuit works correctly has been overcome, the simulator tells whether it 
works properly. 
One should notice that in fact, the work of the designer has not changed, onl y his tools have. The 
designers primarily concern is still the design of a circuit In the near future, the traditional work is about 
to change. Nowadays, a lot of research dcals with the automatic generation of complex VLSI-circuits out 
of a high level description specifying the circuit. During the process of synthesising a circuit design, 
schematic diagrams can be very useful. They not only document the design but also provide feedback, 
insight in the design for the designer, making the design process interactive. At several stages during the 
design, the designer interprets the schematic diagram and if necessary, adjusts the process. 
It is obvious that an automatic generator of schematic diagrams is a very useful tool during the process of 
synthesis. This leads to the major problem treated in this paper, the automatic generation of schematic 
diagrams. The work traditional done by hand can be done automatically. Effective user oriented 
algorithms and programs must be developed to overcome the time-consuming manual drawing of 
diagrams in the CAD-process. The generation of meaningful diagrams, i.e. diagrams which are easy to 
understand, is a hard job and it is even harder to do it automatically because there are no exact guidelines 
to produce them. Many questions arise about what makes a diagram more suitable than others and how a 
computer recognizes and interprets certain patterns. This paper tries to give an answer to these questions. 
The problem of producing a schematic diagram from a simple description of the modules and 
interconnections is treated. It results in an algorithm which is hased on some gnidelines traditionally 
followed in manual drawing of diagrams. The algorithm is implemented and some results are shown. 
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3. The problem 

3.1 Introduction 

The problem of generating a schematic diagram automatically is pointed out in this chapler. A description 
of the problem is given and the way it is treated. Thc problem is related with the problem of layout 
generation and the position of the automatic schematic diagram generator as part of a larger CAD-system 
is made clear. 

3.2 A description of the problem 

Informally, the problem can be described as follows: generate a meaningful schematic diagram from a 
simple network description. A network consist of modules and interconnections. Each module contains 
an internal description consisting of submodules and interconnections. Besides, each module has a 
rcpresentation. If for all the comprised modules in the network the reprcsentations are presen~ then the 
automatic diagram generator should produce a schematic internal description of the network. 
The generation has to be done automatically so a computer must be told how to produce a pleasing 
diagram out of its input. In order to do this, a set of rules telling what is an esthetic pleasing diagram 
should be drawn up. Before the problem of automatic generating a meaningful schematic diagram can be 
encountered, the problem of what is a meaningful, esthetic pleasing schematic diagram has to be treated. 
When several designers are asked to draw a schematic diagram from the same description of a netwOIx, 
probably many schematic diagrams will arise. It is possible that among the produced diagrams some are 
more pleasing than others, but it is often hard to tell why a certain diagram is more pleasing than another 
one. It is not as simple as telling that a part of a diagram contradicts a certain rule. Esthetic pleasing of a 
diagram can be described as the readability of a diagram. The readability of a diagram can be compared 
with the question of the readability of an article. Is it clear to the reader what the author expresses by his 
article? The same applies to the readability of a diagram, is it clear to the reader what the designer would 
express by his diagram. Readability is a subjective mauer, different persons like different styles, but as 
with the readability of articles, a study of scveral hand drawn diagrams and the way they are composed 
reveals some guidelines used by designers. No answer will be given to the question of what is a pleasing 
diagmm, only some basic rules will be derived. 
When drawing a diagram onc often starl~ drawing the modules playing Lbe most important roles in the 
design. Some functional groups arc formed, of each the main module has been drawn. A complex 
diagram will be partitioned, so no unreadable cluttering diagram is attained. Successively, new modules 
are added, first the modules having the strongest functional relationship with the placed ones. Most often, 
the position they get expresses their functional relationship with others. Modules having a strong 
functional relationship are placed close to each other, reducing wire length and expressing their 
functionality. A module producing oulput which is the input of another one, is usually placed left of its 
output consumer. The signal flow is normally in one general direction, most often from left to right. The 
terminals are usually added in such a way that the input-terminals are on the left and output-terminals on 
the right. When completing the picture by adding the wires, the major concern is to make the traceability 
of the wires as good as possible. Notice, this should also concern the placement of the modules. A bad 
placement of modules leads to troublesome routes of the wires. The traceability of wires ( nets) is 
enhanced by reducing wire length, the number of crossovers and the number of bends, i.e. the number of 
turns in a wire. When a net has to connect several subsystem terminals, the number of branching nodes is 
kcpt as low as possible. 
The objectives pursued, can be taken as guidelines to produce schematic diagrams. These guidelines can 
be used as heuristics in a computer-program to produce schematic diagrams automatically. To 
summarize. the following objectives are pursued: 

- Rule 1: 
Large schematic diagrams have to be composed of smaller functional groups. A large network has to be 
partitioned. 

- Rule 2: 
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Connected modules have 10 be placed close to each other. Their proximity is directed by the strength of 
their interconnections, heavily connected modules should be placed near each other. A high connection 
faclOr between modules indicates a functional relationship betwecn them and also reduces the 
interconnection distances. 

- Rule 3: 
Most of the signal flow is in one general direction, usually from left to right 

- Rule 4: 
inpUlterminals are most often placed at the left, outputs at the right 

- Rule 5: 
Path length minimization of the nets is not of primarily concern, yet for clarity, shorter connections are 
desirable. 

- Rule 6: 
Crossovers and bends in the nets are not forbidden but they are undesirable for the sake of clarity. The 
same accounts for minimizing the number of branching nodes. 

A more precise formulation of the problem of generating a schematic diagram by giving its pre- and 
poSicondition, is presented below. 

Precondition: 
Given: 

- A set of modules ( subsystems ), each module has a set of terminals. 

- A set of nets, each net has a set of subsystem terminals and/or system terminals, giving the points it 
has to connect. 

- A set of system terminals. 

Postcondition: 
Find: 

- The location of each module. 

- The location of each system terminal. 

- A path for each net. 

Such that: 

- Functional parts are created. 

- No module symbol or netpath overlaps with an other module symbol or netpath. 

- A system terminal may not overlap with another one or with a module symbol. 

- Signal flow is from left to right as far as possible. 

- Path lengths, number of bends, number of crossovers and the number of branching nodes are as low 

as possible. 

This completes the description of the problem. One should notice that the answer to the question what an 
esthetic schematic diagram really is, has not been given. Several rules are derived which can be used as 
guidelines during the drawing of a schematic diagram. 
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3_3 The relation with the problem of layout generation 

The problem of generating a schematic diagram automatically is a special form of layout generation. 
Traditionally the problem of layout generation is the problem of placing box-like modules in a plane and 
connecting them by wires according to a given set of rules. One can look at it as a puzzle, several 
modules have to be placed in a given area so that they do not overlap. At the same time, certain points 
called subsystem terminals should be connected by mutually non interfering wires. The modules and area 
are usually rectangular in shape, the wires must run between the modules. The main objectives in this 
ttaditional form are minimizing the area and the length of the wires. 
The traditional problem of layout is an extremely complex one. To point this out, a simple example is 
treated. 

Given a set of connections and a set of modules represented by points. The modules should be placed in 
such a way that minimum wire length is attained. The following assignment problem arises: 

Let a(ij) be a function describing the assignment of module i to location j, 

a(ij) = 0 or I, l<=i<=n, l<=j<=m, l<=n<=m. 

Each module should be placed such that at any location there is no more than one module, this yields: 

( A i: l<=i<=n : ( S j: l<=j<= m : a(ij) ) = 1 ) 

and 

( A j: l<=j<=m : ( S i: l<=i<=m : a(ij ) ) = 0 or ( S i: l<=i<=m : a(ij) ) = I ) 

If the objective is, minimizing the total wire length, assuming that every wire contacts only 2 points, the 
following objective function is attained: 

(Mltj:: (S s,d: (s,d) inG: 
abs( Sj: l<=j<=m: x(j)a(sj) - x(j)a(dj» + 
abs( Sj: l<=j<=m: y(j)a(sj) - y(j)a(dj») 

with G the set of all connections consisting of only two point nets and the functions x and y giving the 
coordinates, (x(j),y(j» are the coordinates of location j, l<=j<=m. 
This is a difficult problem, though it is simple related to what is really needed. This simplified problem is 
already likely to be NP-complete, i.e. the time needed for solving the problem grows exponentially with 
the number of variables. In practice, only an approximate solution can be found. 
The objectives in the schematic of a network resulting in a meaningful diagram are somehow different. 
Compare it with drawing a schematic diagram by hand, one will never make a picture as small as 
possible. wire length is most often of secondary importance and besides, in a schematic diagram. wires 
are allowed to cross. 

3-4 The environment of the automatic diagram generator 

Figure 3.1 describes how the automatic diagram generator should fit in the system, the rectangle boxes 
denote a program, the ovals denote data and the arcs represent possible data-flow. The generator receives 
a description of the network and gets from the library of modules all information needed about the 
comprised modules. Further there is an incoming arc of the schematic diagrams, the necessity of this arc 
will be explained in the next section. Another incoming arc comes from the schematic editor. giving the 
start information to the generator. Every part of the system of figure 3.1 will now be discussed to get a 
better idea about the position of the automatic schematic diagram generator. 

- A simple description of the network: 
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A simple but complete description of the electric circuit subject to the generator is needed. The 
representation of the design is in the form of a net-list A net-list is a collection of records, consisting of 
three fields, a net name, a subsystem (module) name and a name of a subsystem terminal. The net with 
the specific name should be connected to the subsystem terminal. This is a rather informal description, 
additional information is needed. A more thoroughly treatment of the structure of a net-list can be found 
in appendix A. 

- A simple module description: 
When a module which is not present in the library of modules is needed, a new module can be added to 
the library. A simple module description supplies the module generator with all information needed for 
adding a new module to the library. A more precise treatment of the structure of the module description 
can be found in appendix B. 

- The module generator: 
This is a simple program transforming a simple module description in a format which is consistent with 
the desired format of the representation of a module in the module library. 
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- The module-library: 
The schematic editor and the automatic diagram generator need specific information about each module 
in a design. All information about possible modules in a design can be found in the library. The precise 
structure of the representation of modules in the library can be found in appendix C. 

- The automatic schematic diagram generator: 
The automatic schematic diagram generator reads a network description and produces a schematic 
diagram. Besides, it is also possible that the automatic generator reads a partial schematic diagram and a 
network description and produces a schematic diagram. 

- A schematic diagram: 
A schematic diagram is either generated by the automatic diagram generator or constructed by the 
designer with the use of the schematic editor. A schematic diagram is represented by a certain format 
The precise format needed to represent a schematic diagram can be found in appendix D. 

- The schematic editor: 
The schematic editor is a very important part of the system, it makes the schematic diagram become real. 
The schematic editor forms the interface betwcen the user of the system and the CAD-system, it provides 
various capabilities to guide the synthesis process of a design, it enables the user to construct diagrams by 
hand or to invoke the simulator and to display the results or to invoke the generator. With the editor it is 
also possible to create modules by hand. 

- The user: 
The user is the person working with the system, giving the commands. 

3.5 Overall approach, tackling the problem 

The next concern is, can it be done, is it possible to generate a schematic diagram automatically. The 
placement of modules and routing of nets are mutually dependent, and still each one is too difficult to be 
solved alone. This explains why the task of layout generation is traditionally performed in 2 steps, 
placement followed by routing. At each step, mainly heuristic methods are used. Attempts exist to 
perform both placement and routing simultaneously, but they are rare. 
Though the objectives of generating a schematic diagram are somehow different from those in traditional 
layout generation, both processes are concerned by placing modules in a plane and connecting them by 
wires according to a given set of rules. This explains why the process of generating a schematic diagram 
automatically should be divided in two, placement and routing, otherwise the problem retains very 
complex. The split up in two gives a simplification of the problem, though in reality, placement and 
routing are mutual dependent, but it's necessary to make the problem more manageable. 
Now, a schematic representation of the generator can be drawn. The generator of figure 3.1 is represented 
in figure 3.2 but the one in figure 3.2 is a more detailed one. 
Figure 3.2 depicts the automatic generator with independent placement and routing. The placement part 
get as its input the description of the design and produces a schematic diagram as its output. The 
produced schematic diagram consists of modules and terminals only. nelS arc added later on. The 
modules and terminals are given different positions. The routing part takes as its input a schematic 
diagram, comprising modules and terminals, and a set of connection rules telling which subsystem 
terminal has to be connected by a particular net. The router produces as its output the schematic diagram 
of its input completed with the nets described in the set of connection rules. The routing process is 
marvellous, the schematic diagram suddenly becomes real. 
With the description ·of the automatic generator in figure 3.2, new possibilities are created. A schematic 
diagram produced by the placement phase can be edited by the designer through the schematic editor. 
The designer is able to change unpleasing parts of the design. A further extension of the placement is 
possible. If the placement also accepts as its input a schematic diagram with eventually prerouted nets, 
the placement can add the modules which are in the description and not in the preplaced part. The output 
is a placement comprising the preplaccd part completed with the modules in the description and not in the 
diagram. This can be very useful if for a certain part of the design the position of certain modules is very 
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important. Notice, the router takes as its input a schematic diagram and a set of connection rules. The 
nets in a manual made schematic diagram can be added if the set of connection rules is present. A similar 
extension as with the placement is possible, the accepted schematic diagrams may contain prerouted nets. 
The router adds nets described in the set of connection rules but not in the schematic diagram. 
Afterwards, the designer is able to change unpleasing paths of some nets in the design with the use of the 
schematic editor. 
Though the extensions described may be useful, the main concern is the placement and routing phase, the 
extensions can be added later on. The problem of generating a schematic diagram automatically has been 
divided in a placement and routing phase. The placement places all modules and terminals and the router 
adds all nets. Both processes are discussed in the following chapters. 
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4. Placement, determining the positions 

4.1 Introduction 

The automatic schematic diagram generator has been divided into a placement and a routing phase. These 
two phases are trealed separately. In this chapter the placement will be discussed, resulting in an outline 
of the algorithm used by the diagram generator. But, first of all some placement algorithms traditionally 
used in layout are discussed. Though their objectives may be different, it provides some basic knowledge 
about placement problems. After discussing the traditional algorithms, the placement problem of the 
generator is treated further, which kind of placement is needed. If this has been done, it is time to 
describe the placement algorithm and to give a detailed outline of it. 

4.2 Traditional placement algorithms used in layout 

4.2.1 Introduction 

Good placement is the key ingredient to a successful layout, but it is also where defeat has to be faced 
most frequently. When placing the modules, a model for individual nets is needed. The model should 
resemble the final routing. 
The true objective of placement in traditional layout is to achieve completely automatic routing in a small 
compact circuit. Such an objective is not mathematically well defined. Unless the final routing is tried, 
one never knows whether one has succeeded or not. The true goal will be replaced by a simplified 
objective that is easy to enumerate on a computer. When choosing this objective, one hopes that by 
improving it, also the routability is improved. 
For many years, the minimum wire length of all combined connections had been the placement objective. 
Today it is known that such an objective leads to crowded unroutable areas for the nets, especially in the 
middle of the layout. A dramatic improvement can be achieved when the placement is divided into slices 
and the crossing count between them is minimized. 
The placement algorithms can be divided into two groups: constructive (initial) placement algorithms and 
interactive improvement algorithms of a placement. The algorithms dealing with placement improvement 
will not be discussed. They deal with local changes such as the pair wise exchange of modules. Typically, 
there are a large number of such trials, so this results in very greedy algorithms what is also their major 
weakness. They easily get SLUck in a local minimum. Their greediness is unacceptable for generating 
diagrams automatically. A diagram should be produced in no time because it is meant to serve as 
feedback to the designer and to show some basic information needed. Therefore, only constructive 
placement algorithms are concerned, two important classes of algorithms for general modules are 
described. 

4.2.2 The class of epitaxial growth algorithms 

The epitaxial growth algorithms [I], [6] are the most usual form of constructive placement. Such an 
algorithm is a reflection of the human interpretation of the problem. A general form of an algorithm of 
the class of epitaxial growth algorithms now will be described. 
As its name could suggest, the placement formed by the algorithm grows and to grow, the algorithm 
assumes some seeded placement. The seeds are either manually preplaced modules or terminals. The 
manually preplaced seed is either an important module or a special module having a central position in a 
functional part of the design. By planting such a seed, the designer determines indirectly the placement of 
the whole part. The algorithm finds the next unplaced module with the maximum number of connections 
to the placed modules. Then it moves the module into the best available position, finds the next unplaced 
module with the maximum number of connections and so on, until all the modules are placed. The wire 
length is used to determine the best position, usually by trying all available positions and comparing the 
required length of all connections. The size of the module, the number of its terminals and other factors 
may be used to weigh the number of connections when choosing the next module to be placed. The 
epitaxial growth algorithm is usually implemented on a grid or in a row, but it also applies to a 
continuous placement of modules of variable sizes though, most often, recently designed systems favor so 
called bipartitioning algorithms. 
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!nfonnally, the algorithm can be described as: 

Placement by an epitaxial growth algorithm: 
I[ 

do "there are unplaced seeds" 
-> 

"place the seed" 
od; 
1* all seeds are placed, add unplaced modules 0, 
do "there are unplaced modules" 
-> 

"select the next best module, i.e. the one with the most 
connections with the placed structure"; 

1* place the selected module 0, 
do "there is an unchecked free position" 
-> 

"take an unchecked free position "; 
"detennine the wire length of all possible connections"; 
if "current position is better" 
-> "update best position" 

L1 "current position is not bcuer" 
-> skip 

fi 
od; 
1* aU free positions are checked, best position is known 0, 
"place the selected module on the detennined best position"; 

od 
]1 

4.2.3 The class of bipartitioning algorithms 

The intention in bipartitioning algorithms for placement is to emphasize a global look to the placement 
and to defer local considerations as long as possible. This is a top-down approach to placement, rather 
than the bottom-up techniques typically used in wire length based constructive placement algorithms such 
as the previously discussed epitaxial growth algorithms. 
Bipartitioning algorithms are based on finding the minimum cut through the circuit in such a way that the 
total size of all modules in each set is about equal and the number of connections between the two sets is 
minimized. Then each set is partitioned again into two halves. and so on, until the remaining modules are 
small in size or single basic modules. Note that the crossingcount docs nol make much sense in epitaxial 
growth algorithms when many modules are still unplaced. 
An example of a bipartitioning algorithm is the min-cut placement algorithm [5]. The algorithm starts 
with a set containing all modules of the circuit. A set can be looked at as a rectangle. The set is 
partitioned into two subsets in such a way that the number of nets incident to modules in different subsets 
is minimal and the difference between total module areas in the two subsets does not exceed a predefined 
threshold value. In the next step the partitioning procedure is applied to both of the subsets, but now the 
direction of the cutline is changed. Partitioning of the two subsets is done sequentially, alternating 
between the two subsets and iterating the process until the overall count of nets cul can not be reduced 
further. The described procedure is applied recursively to the new subsets and tenninates when each 
subset contains one cell. A more algorithmic but infonnal description of the initial placement procedure is 
given by: 

Placement by the min-cut algorithm: 
I[ 

50, 5 I : set of set of modules; 



S : set of modules; 

SO := ( ( "all modules" ) }; 
do SO,,! 0 
-> 

SI := 0; 
do SO,,! 0 
-> 

"take S, S in SO"; 
SO:= So\(S}; 
if lSI> 1 
-> 
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"choose a cut direction, horizontal or vertical"; 
"calculate the position of the cut-line"; 

]1 

"evaluate the position of all modules not in S relatively 
to the cut-line"; 
"partition S into S' and S" , taking into account connections 
from modules in 5 to modules not in 5 with a position 
left or right to the cut-line"; 
51 := 51 u ( 5' ) u ( 5" ) 

[] 15k=1 
-> skip 

fi 
od; 
/* SO=0*/ 
if51"!0 
-> 

do "further improvement is possible" 
-> 

do "for all elements in S 1" 
-> 

"try to improve the partition" 
od; 
if "lIle overall cut count is not reduced" 

-> "further improvement is impossible" 
[] "the overall cut count is reduced" 

Ii 
od 

-> skip 

/* further improvement is impossible * / 
[J 51 =0 
-> skip 

Ii; 
SO:= 51 

od 

4.3 Traditional placement algorithms used in placing logic schematics 

Generating a schematic diagram of a circuit in which only logic symbols occur is frequently described in 
literature [2]. The placement of those algorithms is concerned with placing the logic schematics. 5uch 
schematics are highly standardized. The degrees of freedom for the represcntation of logic schematics are 
well defined and restricted. Therefore, in this case lIle overall layout problem is easier than in lIle case of 
lIle automatic generation of general schematics. Typical propenies of logic schematics are: 
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- a high degree of regularity in the logic symbols, 

- inputs are on the left and outputs are on the right of each symbol, 

- input signals enter the scheme from the left and output signals leave on the right, 

- the logic symbols are arranged in columns, all units with no input signals from other units of the 
entire scheme form the first column, all units with input signals coming exclusively from units of the 
first column or the left edge of the scheme form the second column and so on. 

One should notice that the last point mentioned is a simplification of the real situation in which some 
backtracking may occur. For reasons of simplicity they are often excluded. 
The previous described properties impose constraints on the position of logic symbols, partially they are 
fixed. They have been added to a certain column and they're only free to move inside it. The placement 
phase of generating logic schematics consist of adding the logic symbols to their column and permuting 
the symbols in each column such that the overall number of crossings of the nets is minimized. It is 
obvious that the number of permutations is the main problem. The number of possible sequences in every 
column may be so large that the method is not applicable. In these cases, other procedures are necessary, 
and heuristics are used to reduce the number of line intersections in logic schematics. One such heuristic 
is getting a decomposition of the problem by trying to minimize the number of line intersections in the 
case that no branches in the connection lines are allowed, i.e. lines connecting only two points. 
Mathematically the problem consists of the minimization of the number of intersections for a bipartite 
graph G(U,V;E) where the vertices u in U and v in V are located in two columns such that no edge e = 
Cu,v), e in E, u in U and v in V is drawn outside the convex polygon formed by the vertices of the graph 
G. Obviously, a change in the number of intersections can only be achieved by a permutation of the 
vertices ll, u in U and v, v in V, in their columns. 
A more algorithmic but informal description of the initial placement procedure is given by: 

Placement algorithm of logic schematics: 
II 

SO, S I : set of modules; 
column-set: set of set of modules; 

I" add each module to its column *f 
column-set := { { all input terminals} }; 
SO := { all modules}; 
do SO,!0 
-> 

SI :=0; 
do "there are modules connected with elements of elements 

of column-set" 
-> 

"take such a module, say m"; 
SI:=Slum; 
SO:= SOIm 

od; 
I" a new column has been formed, add to column-set *f 
column-set = column-set u [ S I } 

od; 
I" SO = 0, so all modules have been assigned to their column *f 

"try to improve the placement by permuting the symbols in each column" 
II 
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4.4 What kind of placement is needed? 

The algorithms described in 4.2 are uscd in traditional layou~ the one described in 4.3 deals with the 
placement of logic schematics. The placement needed for the generation of general schematics can be 
described by its pre· and postcondition. The placement problem is then given by: 

Precondition: 
Given: 

- A set of modules (subsystems), each module has a set of subsystem terminals. 

- A set of nets, each net has a set of subsystem terminals and/or system terminals giving the points it 
should connecl 

- A set of system terminals. 

Postcondition: 
Find: 

- The location of each module. 

- The location of each system terminal. 

Such that: 

- Functional parts arise. 

- No module or system terminal symbol overlaps with another module or terminal symbol. 

- Signal flow is from left to right as far as possible. 

- Path lengths, number of bends, number of crossovers and the number of branching nodes in the nets 
still to be added should be as low as possible. 

From the postcondition it follows that the placement also deals with the nets, though placement and 
routing are treated separately. This means that the placement algorithm should use a model for the nets. 
The placed schematic diagrams should be composed of functional parts, parts taking a functional position 
in the design. This means that before allocating a certain area for every module, the design has to be 
decomposed in functional parts. The first step of the placement should consist of analysing and 
partitioning the design. 
The constraints imposed on the input should be kept as low as possible. The size of a module must be 
arbitrarily, and the subsystem terminals of any kind may be on any side. If the constraints are not kept as 
low as possible, the kind of accepted input is limited and the generator is only usable for a small class of 
input making the generator less valuable. 
The placement algorithm requires a great deal of flexibility. It should be easy to cbange or update the 
algorithm for new wishes. This can be achieved by keeping the placement relatively pure and simple, 
otherwise the placement becomes slow and unmanageable. 
Finally, the placement should result in positions for the modules and the terminals such that the routing 
process could result in a successful routing. 

4.5 The choice of the kind of placement algorithm needed 

It is obvious that the kind of algorithms used for placing logic schematics are useless. They impose a lot 
of undesirable constraints on the problem. This should result in a system only applicable in very specific 
situations. 
The bipartitioning algorithms reduce the crossing count between the partitions. This is an interesting 
aspect. Areas crowded with nets after final routing are reduced, because they reduce the number of 
crossings between the partitions. Besides, functional parts are constructed. Modules heavily connected 
are likely to be placed close to each other beeause otherwise it would give rise to a large crossing count. 
Another important aspect of bipartitioning algorithms is the slice·structure which arises. The cut·lines 
give a model for the area for the paths of the nets and a so called channel rouler is applicable. The use of 
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a channel rouler results in a large percenlage of successfully routed nets. In spile of these positive 
aspects, the bipartitioning algorithms are not capable of managing some of the imposed constraints. This 
is a result of the kind of problems it is designed for, typically layout problems. A major deficiency of the 
bipartitioning algorithms is that they do not concern about the signal flow direction. This results in 
unreadable schematic diagrams. The ttaceability of the nets becomes very difficult. 
The class of algorithms reflecting best the process done by hand is the bottom-up approach of the 
epilaxial growth algorithms. The algorithms assume some seeded placement. The seeds are either 
manually preplaced modules or terminals. The manually preplaced seed is either an imporlant module or 
a special module taking a central position in a functional part of the design. The algorithm finds the next 
unplaced module with the maximum number of connections with the placed ones. Then it moves the 
module into the best available position, finds the next unplaced module with the maximum number of 
connections and so on, until all modules are placed. The wire length is used to delennine the best 
available position because the crossing count does not make much sense when there are a lot of unplaced 
modules. The best position is usually delennined by trying all available positions and comparing the 
required length of all connections. 
In traditional layout this kind of algorithms may lose favor because of the better results of the 
bipartitioning algorithms but in this special case of schematic it is probably the best choice which could 
be made because of its great resemblance with the hand-drawing process. Furthennore, this kind of the 
algorithms is quile simple, resulting in a great flexibility. The signal flow is easy to be controlled and 
influencing the choice of the seeds can result in strong functional parts. Major deficiency of the 
algorithms is the very simple model for the nets used during the placement, though it is easy to compute. 

4_6 The placement algorithm, an outline 

4.6.1 Introduction 
In the previous sections the kind of placement desired has been thoroughly treated. As described, the 
assignment of a position to each module has to be preceded by an analysing Slep. The complele set of 
modules has to be partitioned into smaller sets, fonning functional parts of the design. In the fonned 
partitions, strings of connecled modules are searched, forming a box. Modules in each box are placed 
relatively to one another, yielding left to right signal flow. Once this has been done, the boxes in each 
partition are placed relatively to each other and finally, each partition is placed relative to all other 
partitions. The details of the algorithms used for partitioning and placement are described in both an 
informal and a fonnal way in the following sections. 

4.6.2 A representation of a design 
To be able to give a fonnal description of the algorithms used for partitioning and placement, a fonnal 
representation of a design is needed. The representation used is a nine-tuple, 

(M, N, ST, T,lenns, type, position-lenninal, ne~ size) with: 

M, the set of all modules, 
N, the set of all nets, 
ST, the set of all syslem lenninals, 
T, the set of all subsyslem tenninals, 
terms, a function from M to P(1), giving for each module its terminals, 

P is the powerse~ a function giving all possible subsets of its argumen~ 
type, a function from T u ST to ( in, out, inout J, giving for each system 

and subsyslem terminal its type, 
position-terminal. a function from T to int x int. giving for each t e T its 

position relative to the lower left coordinale of its module, 
net, a relation from ST u T to N, giving for each connected lenninal the 

connecled net, 
size, a function from M to int x in~ giving for each module its x and y size. 

This yields an abstract description of a design. Two additional functions composed from the previous 
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defined ones are used: 

side: T -> ( left, righ~ up, down), 
for aliI e T, side!t) = "the side of the module where I is silualed on". 

Formally: 
(At:leST: 
( Ii m: m e M and Ie terms(m): 

posilion-terminal(t).x = 0 and 0 <= position-lerminal(I).y <= size(m).y 
=> side(t)= left and 

position-terminal(I).y = 0 and 0 < posilion-terminal(t).x < size(m).x 
=> side! t) = down and 

position-terminal(t).y = size(m).y and 0 < position-terminal(t).x < size(m).x 
=> side! t) = up and 

position-terminal(I).x = size(m).x and 0 <= position-terminal(t).y <= size(m).y 
=> side!t) = righl 

)) 

connected: M x M x N -> ( true, false), 
for all mO, ml e M and n e N, 

(mO,ml)connected(n) = "both mO and ml contain a terminal, say to and tI, 
with net(tO) = nel(tI) = n". 

Formally: 
(A mO,ml.n: mO,ml e M and n e N: 

(mO,mI)connected(n) = 
(Ii to,tI: to e lerms(mO) and tI e terms(ml): net(IO) = net(tI) = n) 

) 

4.6.3 Partitioning the design 

The partitioning process starts with selecting an appropriate seed and builds a cluster around il until some 
limits are exceeded. When needed, new seeds are selected from the sel of modules thaI have nol already 
been included in a partition yel. The process ends when all modules have been added to a partition. 

Formally: 
proc P ARTITIONINGO 
I( 

glo partitions: set of sel of M; 
M': setofM; 
seed: M; 
partition: set of M; 

partitions := 0; 
M':=M; 
do M' #0 
-> 

seed:= TAKE_A_SEED( M'); 
M' := M'\(seed}; 
partition := FORM_PARTITION( M', seed); 
fO ( A m: m e partition: m ¢ M' ) Of 

partitions := partitions u ( partilion ) 
od 
1* partitions contains as its elements all the constructed partitions 

such thaI it is true thaI 
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(A X,Y: X,Ya partitions and X '" Y: (A ij: i e X andj e Y: i "'j» and 
( A m: rna M : ( Ii X: X e partitions: me X ) ) and 
(A X: X e partitions: (A i: i e X: (Ii j: j eM: i = j ») 

corp 

A seed has to be selected from the set of modules that have not been included in any partition yet. Often, 
an important module is very heavily connected in a design. Therefore, selecting a seed is done by looking 
for a free module which is most heavily connected with the remaining rrec modules and in case of a tie. 
the one with the fewest number of connections to the formed panitions is chosen. If still a tie exists, an 
arbirrary choice is made. This will probably give a seed playing an important role in the partilion to be 
formed. 

FormaDy: 
func T AKE_A_SEED( ? M' : set of M ) : M 
I[ 

seed: M; 

seede M' and 
(Am: meM': 

( (!'! n: n eN: (Ii m': m' e M' and m' '" m : (m,m')connected(n») 
< (~n: neN: (Ii m': m' e M' andm' '" seed: (seed,m')connecled(n») 

) or 
« (!'! n: n eN: (Ii m': m' eM' and m' '" m : (m,m')connected(n» ) 

) 
); 

= (!'! n: n eN: (Ii m': m' e M' and m' '" seed: (seed,m')connected(n») 
)=> 
«!'! n: n eN: (Ii m': m' e M and m' 4 M' : (m,m')connected(n») 
>= (!'! n: n. N: (Ii m': m' eM and m' 4 M' : (seed,m')connected(n») 
) 

TAKE_A_SEED:= seed 
]1 
cnur 

After the seed has been selected, a cluster is build around it. A new panition is formed by adding modules 
to the initiated partition until the number of elements in the panition or the number of connections from 
inside the partition to external elements exceeds their maximum limits. Putting a limit on the number of 
connections is used to avoid very dense routing areas. The next module to be added is the one with the 
largest number of connections to the modules in the currenl panition and the fewest to the modules not in 
the current one. When either one of the maximum limits for the number of modules in a partition or the 
number of external connections is exceeded, a new partitioning step - selecting a seed and forming a 
panilion - is started. 

Formally: 
funcFORM_PARTITlON( M': setofM;? seed: M): setofM 
I[ 

panilion : sel of M; 
connections: iot; 

partition := ( seed ); 
connections := (!'! n: n eN: (Ii m: me M and m '" seed : (m,seed)connecled(n» ); 
do M' '" 0 and lpanilionl < max-pan-size and 

connections < max-connections 



-> 
meM'and 
(A m': m' • M' and m' # m: 
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( (~ n: n • N: (!l j: j. partition: (m' j)connected(n» ) 
< ( ~ n: n • N : ( !l j: j • partition: (mj)connected(n) ) ) 

) or 
( ( ( ~ n: n • N : ( !l j: j • partition: (m' j)connccted(n) ) ) 

= ( ~ n: n • N : ( !l j: j • partition: (mj)connected(n) ) ) 
)=> 
( ( ~ n: n eN: ( !l j: j e M and j j partition: (m' j)connccted(n) ) ) 
>= ( ~ n: n eN: ( !l j: j e M and j j partition: (mj)connected(n) ) ) 

) 
) 

); 
M' := M'\(m]; 
partition := partition u ( m ]; 
connections := ( ~ n: n • N : 

( !l m: m • M\partition : 
( !l i: i • partition: (m,i)connected(n) ) ) ) 

od; 
FORM_PARTITION:= partition 

]1 
cnuf 

Once the partitions have been formed, each partition is subdivided into boxes. Boxes are continuous 
strings of modules. Modules inside a partition fulfilling some special requirements such that they are 
allowed to be a root of a string are determined. Using these modules as the root nodes, a search is done 
for the longest path inside a partition. The modules on the chosen path, forming the string, are grouped 
together as a box. The next box is formed in the same way, using the remaining modules. The process is 
continued until all modules in the partition arc assigned to a box. The type of a partition is changed, the 
new type is set of set of strings of M. Note that the old type is a subset of the new one. 

Formally: 
proc BOX_FORMATIONO 
I[ 

glo : partitions: set of set of strings of M; 
boxes: set of set of strings of M; 
partition: set of M; 
roots: set of M; 
path, max-path: strings of M; 
boxes-partition: sct of strings of M; 

boxes:= 0; 
do partitions # 0 
-> 

partition E panitions; 
partitions := partitions\( partition] ; 
roots := CONSTRUcr _ROOTS( panition ); 
boxes-partition := 0; 
do partition # 0 
-> 

max-path := empty; 
do "all f, r e roots" 
-> 

path := LONGESLPATH( r, partition\(r] ); 



if Ipathl > Imax-pathl 
-> max-path := path 

[] Ipathl <= lmax-pathl 
-> skip 

Ii 
od; 
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panition:= partition\( i e M Ii. max-path); 
roots := roots\( HEAD( max-path) ); 
boxes-panition := boxes-partition u ( max-path ) 

od; 
1* panition = 0 • j 
boxes := boxes u ( boxes-partition) 

od; 
1* partitions = 0, so all panitions have been divided inlO boxes 'j 
partitions := boxes 

]1 
corp 

A module is allowed 10 be a root node if it has a connection with a module in another partition or if it is 
connected with an in or inout terminal or if it has just one outgoing net. 

Formally: 
func CONS1RUCf_ROOTS(? partition: set ofM): setofM 
If 

CONS1RUCf_ROOTS := 
( m • partition I 

]1 
cnuf 

(Il i: i e M\(partition) : (Il n: n eN: (m,i)connected(n))) or 
( Il n,tO,t!: n e N and to e tenns(m) and 

t! e ST and type( II ) e (in, inout] : net(tO)=nel(tl)=n ) or 
( Il n,i: n e Nand i e M and ilm : (m,i)connected(n) and 

not( Il n' j: n' eN and n'ln and j s M and jIm: (mj)connected(n') )) 

The search for a longest path may stop if no new module can be added to the path or if the limit of the 
maximum length is exceeded. The limit is used 10 keep control of the length of the longest path. 

Formally: 
func LONGEST_PATH(? path: strings ofM;? M' : setofM): strings of M 
If 

p, max-path: strings of M; 

p:= path; 
max-path := path; 
if Ipathl < Imax-box-sizel 
-> 

do "all m, m s M' and 

-> 

( Il n: n eN: (HEAD( REVERSE( path) ),m)connected(n) and 
( Il t t e terms(m) and net(t)=n : typc(t) in ( in, inout ) ) and 
(Il t t e terms(HEAD(REVERSE(path))) and net(t)=n : 

typc(t) s ( out, inout ) ) 
)" 

p:= LONGEST]ATH( CONCAT(path,m), M'\(m) ); 



if Ipl > Imax-pathl 
-> max-path := p 

[J Ipl <= Imax-pathl 
-> skip 

fi 
od 

llipathl >= Imax-box-sizcl 
-> skip 

fi; 
LONGEST_PATH:= max-path 

]1 
cnuf 
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When the modules are being assigned to boxes, level assignments are also made. They detennine the 
horizontal ordering scheme for the various modules inside a box. The root node is assigned to a level of 
one, the next node on the path a level of two and so on. The position in the string denotes its level. Note 
that for each module in a box it is necessary that it contains a tenninal of a type in { in, inout ) which is 
connected with a tenninal of its predecessor in the string of a type in { out, inout ). This enforces a left to 
right signal /low if the elements in a string are placed according to their position. 

This completes the description of partitioning the design. The goals obtained by the partitioning are, the 
fonnation of functional parts and because of the box fonnation and the level assignment, signal flow is 
partially from left to right. 
The final placement lakes place in four steps. In the first step, modules are placed within their box and a 
box-dimension is obtained for each box. In the second step, boxes are placed within their partitions and a 
partition bounding-box is obtained for each partition. In the third step, the partitions arc placed to obtain a 
final placement for the whole design. In the last step, the system tenninals are placed. 

4.6.4 Module placement 
The placement of the modules within a box starts with placing the first module. All the modules on the 
path are placed at the right of their predecessor in the string. While placing the modules, "white space" is 
added around the module boundings for adequate routing space. The amount of space added at a certain 
bounding varies with the number of connected subsystem tenninals on that particular bounding. Each 
module in a string is oriented in such a way that a minimum number of bends is obtained in the wires 
connecting the modules. This is done by rotating the module such that the side on which the input 
subsystem tenninal is situated on, is on the left. Then a vertical shift positions the new module to be 
added such that no more than two bends in the connecting net occur. The placement of the modules yields 
three functions, the function position-module which gives of each module its lower left position, and the 
function size-box which gives of each box its size, and the function translation-box which gives of each 
box a correction tenn such that if added to the position of each module in the box, the coordinates arc 
viewed as if the lower left coordinate of the box is in (0,0). 

Fonnally: 
proc MODULE]LACEMENTO 
I[ 

glo position-module: M -> int x int; 
glo size-box: strings of M -> im x int; 
glo translation-box: strings of M -> iot x int; 
glo partitions: set of set of strings of M; 
partition: set of strings of M; 
box, b : strings of M; 
right, left, uP. down: int; 1* they denote the boundings • / 

size-box := 0; 
position-module := 0; 



IJ'aIIslation-box := 0; 
do "each partition, partition e partitions" 
-> 

do "each box, box e partition" 
-> 
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INIT_MODULE_PLACEMENT( HEAD( box), HEAD( TAIL( box», 
right, left, up, down, position-module); 

b :=box; 
do TAIL( b)# empty 
-> 

PLACE_MODULE( HEAD( b ), HEAD( TAIL( b ) ), 
right, up, down, position-module ); 

b:=TAIL(b) 
od; 
size-box := size-box u ( ( box, right - left, up - down ) ); 
IJ'aIIslation-box := IJ'aIISlation-box u ( ( box, -left, -down) ) 

od 
od 

)1 
corp 

proc INIT_MODULE_PLACEMENT(? m, m-next: M; 
right, lef~ up, down: int; 
position-module: M -> int x int) 

I[ 
~ t-next: T; 
x. y : int; 

if m-next = empty 
-> 

!* box contains just one element·' 
skip 

[] m-next * empty 
-> 

fi; 

t. terms(m) and type(t) • ( out, inout ) and 
t-next. terms(m_next) and type(t-next) e [ in, inout ) and net(Cnext)=net(t); 
"rotate m such that the side of t is on the right, this involves 

updating the functions size and position-terminal" 

!* the space to be added is a function of the number of connected 
terminals on that particular side, say f *' 

x := f( ( 1'! n: n eN: ( E t t. terms(m) and net(t)=n : side(t)=left) ) ); 
y := f( ( 1'! n: n eN: ( E t t e tenns(m) and net(t)=n : side(t)=down) ) ); 
position-module:= position-module u ( (m, x, y ) ); 
left:= 0; 
down:= 0; 
right:= position-module(m).x + si7.c(m).x + 

f( ( 1'! n: n • N : ( E t: t. terms(m) and net(t)=n : sidc(t)=right) ) ); 
up := position-module(m).y + sizc(m).y + 

f( ( 1'! n: n € N : ( E t t. terms(m) and net(t)=n : side(t)=up ) ) ) 
]1 
corp 
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proc PLACE_MODULE( ? m-prev, m : M; 
right, left, up, down: int) 

I[ 
glo position-module: M ->inl x inl; 
t-prev, t: T; 
x, y : int; 
side: ( left, right, up, down ); 

I-prev e terms(m-prev) and Iype(t-prev) e ( out, inout ) and 
t e terms(m) and type(t) e ( in, inoul ) and net(l-prev)=net(t); 

"rotate m such that the side of t is on the left, this involves updating 
the functions size and position-terminal"; 

side:= side(t-prev); 
if side = right 

-> Y := position-module(m-prev).y + position-terminaI(t·prev).y -
position-terminal(t).y 

[) side = up 
-> y := position-module(m-prev).y + position-terminal(t-prev).y-

position-terminal(t).y + 1 
[) side = down 
-> y := position-module(m-prev).y - 1 - position-terminal(t).y 

o side = left 
-> 

Ii; 

if (size(m-prev) - position-terminal(t·prev).y > position-terminal(t-prev).y 
-> y:= position-module(m-prev).y - 1 - position-terminal(t).y 

[) "else" 
-> y := position-module(m-prev).y + size(m·prev).y + 1 - position-terminal(t).y 

Ii 

1* the space to be added is a function of the number of connected 
terminals on that particular side, say f *' 

x := r + f( ( !'! n: n eN: ( !l c t e terms(m) and net(I)=n : side(t)=left) ) ); 
position-module := position-module u ( ( m, x, y ) ); 
r := x + size(m).x + f( ( !'! n: n eN: ( !l c t e terms(m) and net(t)=n : side(t)=cight) ) ); 
u := u max (y + size(m).y + 

f( ( !'! n: n eN: ( !l c t e terms(m) and net(t)=n : side(t)=up) ) ) ); 
d:= d min (y-

f( ( !'! n: n eN: ( !l C Ie terms(m) and net(t)=n : side(I)=down ) ) ) ) 
)1 
corp 

This completes the placement of modules in their boxes. One should note that if in a constructed string 
only the interconnecting nets are taken into account, these nets contain a minimum number of bends if the 
level assignment is fixed. This is formally stated in the following lemma. 

Lemma: 
If the level assignment of a string is fixed and if the only nets taken into accounl are, for each pair of 
successive nodes, the net interconnecting a terminal of type out or inout of the first and a terminal of type 
in or inoUl of the second and the net is used during placement then these nets may be added such that they 
contain a minimum number of bends. 

Proof: 
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Notice, a string consisting of just one element gives rise to zero bends between its elements. A string 
consisting of just two elements gives rise to zero bends between its clements also, rotate the modules such 
that the sides containing the tenninals to be connected are opposed and shift one of them such that the 
tenninals are on the same level. 
Assume a partially placed starting piece of a string with a minimum number of bends. A new module is 
added at the next level and according to the algorithm posed, the module is rotated such that the side with 
the tenninal connected with its predecessor is on the left. If the tenninal of the predecessor is on the right 
then the number of bends does not increase so the number of bends remains minimal. 
If the tenninal of the predecessor is up or down then the increase in the number of bends will be I. The 
only way to make this less is by rotating the modules in the starting piece but this will always give an 
increase in the number of bends of the previous nets. Thus, an increase of 1 is minimal. so the number of 
bends in the string remains minimal. 
The only possibility left is if the side of the tenninal of the previous module is left. The increase in the 
number of bends is 2. The only way to make the increment less is by rotating the previous modules. The 
only relevant rotations are +90 and -90 degrees because 180 gives rise to 2 additional bends in the 
previous net But these remaining relevant rotations always give rise to at least two bends, one additional 
to one of the previous nets and one additional to the current net Thus, an increment of 2 is minimal. so 
the number of bends in the stting remains minimal. 

This completes the deseription of the module placement. An example of a placed string is given in figure 
4.1. It gives an idea of how the placed strings look like. 
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figure 4.1 

The relative position of each module has been detennined. The function position-module: M -> int x int 
gives of each module its lower left coordinate, and the function size-box: strings of M -> int x int gives of 
each box its box dimension. The box dimension is the dimension of the rectangular bounding box 
enclosing all the module bounding boxes inside a box. 

4.6.5 Box placement 

Box placement deals with the problem of placing the fonned boxes in each partition. It starts with 
selecting an initial box. The box with the largest number of clements is chosen and assigned to a fixed 
location. The box which is most heavily connected to the first box is selected next. A center of gravity 
figure is calculated for the box. This is the geometric center in a box of all the subsystem tenninals 
connected by nets that are common to that box and other already placed boxes. A similar center is 
calculated for the placed box. The box is positioned such that the distance between the centers is minimal 
and the boxes do not overlap. The next box to be selected is the one which is most heavily connected to 
the placed boxes. Again the centers are calculated and the new box is positioned such that the distance 
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between the centers is minimal and there is no overlap. The process continues until all the boxes in the 
partition arc placed. Note that the [Klsitioning of the boxes lI'ies to minimize the overall wire length. 

Formally: 
proc BOX]LACEMENTO 
I[ 

JI 

glo partitions: set of set of strings of M; 
glo position-box: strings of M -> int x in~ 
glo size-partition: set of strings of M -> int x in~ 
left, right, up, down : in~ 
p, partition: set of strings of M; 

position-box :~ 0; 
size-partition :~ 0; 
do "each partition, partition e partitions" 
-> 

box 0 partition and ( to b: b 0 partition: Ibl <~ lboxl ); 
1* at this point it is possible to add additional space by updating the size *' 
position-box :~ position-box u ( ( box, 0, 0) J; 
left :~ 0; down :~ 0; 
right :~ size-box( box ).x; 
up :~ size-box( box ).y; 
p :~ partition\( box J; 
dop;!0 
-> 

box :~ SELECCNEXT_BOX( partition, p); 
1* at this point it is possible to add additional space by updating 

the size of box *' 
gO :~ GRAVITY _BOX( box, partition'i> ); 
gl :~ GRAVITY _PLACED_BOXES( box, partition'i»; 
(x, y):~ PLACE_BOX( gO, gl, box, partition'i»; 
position-boxes :~ position-boxes u ( ( box, x, y) J; 
right :~ right max ( x + size-box( box ).x ); 
left :~ left min x; 
down :~ down min y; 
up :~ up max ( y + size-box( box ).y ); 
p:~ p\( box J 

od; 
size-partition :~ size-partilion u ( (partilion, right - left, up - down) J 

od 

corp 

fune SELECT_NEXT_BOX(? partilion, p: set of strings of M) : strings ofM 
I[ 

box : strings of M; 

box 0 p and 
(tob:bep: 

(!Sn: noN: 
(!j b' ,mO,mI ,IO,t!: mO 0 b and 10 0 terms(mO) and 

<~ 

b' 0 partition'i> and ml 0 b' and t! 0 terms(m I): 
net(tO)~net(t1)~n) ) 

(!Sn:neN: 



); 
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III b' ,rnO,mt,tO,l1: mOe box and to. terms(mO) and 
b' e partition\p and mt e b' and l1 s terms(ml): 
net(tO)=net(t1)=n) ) 

SELECT_NEXT_BOX:= box 
]1 
cnuf 

fune GRAVITY _BOX( ? box : strings of M; 

I[ 
? partition: set of strings of M ) : int x int 

x,y.a:int; 

x:=(Sx: 
(l;;n:neN: 

( I;; m,t m e box and t e terms(m) and net(t)=n : 
position-terminal(t).x + position-module(m).x + 
translation-box(box).x = x ) and 

( I;; b: b e partition: 
( I;; m,t m e b and t e terms(m) : net(t)=n ) 

) 
): x); 

y :=(S y: 
(I;;n:neN: 

( I;; m,t m e box and t e terms(m) and net(t)=n : 
position-tenninal(t).y + position-module(m).y + 
translation-box(box).y = y) and 

( I;; b: b • partition: 
(I;; m,t m e b and te tenns(m): net(t)=n) 

) 
): y); 

a:=(NttsT: 
(I;; m,n: m e box and t s tenns(m) and nct(t)=n : 

( I;; b: b e partition: 
(I;; m',t': m' e band t'. terms(m'): nel(!')=n) 

) ) ); 
x:= x/a; 
y:= y/a; 
GRAVITY_BOX := ( x, y ) 

]1 
cnuf 

fune GRAVITY ]LACED _BOXES( ? box : strings of M; 
? partition: set of strings of M ) : int x int 

I[ 
x, y, a: int; 

x :=(Sx: 
(I;;n:neN: 

( I;; m,t: m e box and t. terms(m) : net(l)=n ) and 
( I;; b: b e partition: 

) 

( Ii m,t m e b and t. terms(m) and net(t)=n : 
position-terminat(t).x + position-module(m).x + 
position-box(b).x + translation-box(b).x = x ) 



): x); 
y:= (£y: 

(I;;n:neN: 
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( I;; m,t: m e box and t e tenns(m) : net(t)=n ) and 
( I;; b: b e partition: 

) 

( I;; m,t m e b and t e tenns(m) and net(t)=n : 
position-tenninal(t).y + position-module(m).y + 
position-box(b).y + translation-box(b).y = y) 

): y); 
a:=(!'!t:t€T: 

( I;; b: b • partition: 
( I;; m,n: m e b and t € tenns(m) and net(t)=n ) : 

) ) ); 
x := x/a:, 
y:=y/a; 

(I;; m',t': m'. box and t' e terms(m'): net(t')=n) 

GRAVITY ]LACED_BOXES := (x, y) 
)1 
cnuf 

func PLACE_BOX( ? gO, g I : int x int; 
? box : strings of M; 

I[ 
? partition: set of strings of M ) : int x int 

x, y : int; 

(x, y) e int x int and 
not( I;; b: b € partition: 

(I;; ij: x <= i <= X + size-box(b).x and y <= j <= y + size-box(b).y : 
position-box(b).x <= i <= position-box(b).x + size-box(b).x 
and 
position-box(b).y <= j <= position-box(b).y + sizc-box(b).y 

) 
) and 

(A x' ,y': x' .y' e int and 
not( I;; b: b e partition: 

); 

(I;; ij: x' <= i<= x' + size-box(b).x and y' <= j <= y' + size-box(b).y : 
position-box(b).x <= i <= position-box(b).x + size-box(b).x 

) 
) : 

and 
position-box(b).y <= j <= position-box(b).y + size-box(b).y 

(x' + gO.x - gl.x )*( x' + gO.x - gl.x) + 
(y' + gO.y - gl.y )*( y' + gO.y - gl.y) 
>= 
(x + gO.x - gl.x )*( x + gO.x - gl.x) + 
(y + gO.y - gl.y )*( Y + gO.y - gl.y) 

PLACE_BOX := ( x, y ) 
)1 
cnuf 

This completes the placement of boxes. The function size-partition: set of strings of M -> int x int gives 
for each partition its bounding box. The function position-box: strings of M -> int x int gives for each box 
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its lower left coordinate. 
An example of a possible configuration after placing the boxes in a partition is given in figure 4.2. 
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figure 4.2 

4.6.6 Partition placement 

Partition placement proceeds in a manner nearly identical to box placement The partition with the 
largest number of elements is determined and placed at a position. The dimensions are set to the partition 
dimensions plus eventuaUy an additional space which is a separation factor for the partitions. The 
partition that is most heavily connected to the previously placed partition is chosen next For both 
partitions. a center of gravity is calculated and the new partition is placed at the best free position such 
that there is minimum distance between the centers and there does not occur overlap. This process 
continues until there are no unplaced partitions left. 

FormaUy: 
proc PARTlTION_PLACEMENTO 
I[ 

glo partitions: set of set of strings of M; 
glo position-partition: set of strings of M -> int x int; 
glo lower-left, size-placement: int x int; 
p. partition: set of strings of M; 
left. right. uP. down: int; 

partition e partitions and 
( A p: p e partitions : 
(~m: meM: (Eb: bep: meb» 
<= 
( ~ m: m eM: ( E b: b e partition: m e b ) ) 

); 
!* at this point it is possible to add additional space by updating the size"' 
position-partition = { ( partition. O. 0 ) }; 
left:= 0; 
down :=0; 
right := size-partition(partition).x; 
up := size-partition(partition).y; 
p := partitions\{ partition}; 
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partition := SELECT_NEXT_PARTITION( panitions, p); 
/" at this point it is possible to add additional space by updating 

!he size of box */ 
gO:= GRAVITY _PARTITION( partition, partitions'i»; 
gl := GRAVITY _PLACED_PARTITIONS( partition, panitions'i»; 
(x, y):= PLACE_PARTITION( gO, gl, partition, partitions"i»; 
position-partitions := position-partitions u ( ( panition, x, y) }; 
right := right max ( x + size-partition( partition ).x ); 
left := left min x; 
down := down min y; 
up := up max ( y + size-partition( partition ).y ); 
p := p\( partition } 

od; 
size-placement := ( right - left, up - down ); 
lower-left := ( left, down) 

]1 
corp 

func SELECT_NEXT_PARTITION(? partitions, p: set of set of strings ofM) 
: set of strings of M 
I[ 

panition e p and 
( '" pan: pan. p : 

(!'In:neN: 
(Eb:bepan: 

); 

<= 

ill p' ,b' ,mO,m 1,Ill,tl: mO. band 10. tenns(mO) and 
p' e partitions'i> and b' e p' and ml e b' and tie tenns(ml): 
net(tO)=net(tI )=n ) ) ) 

(!'In:neN: 
( E b: be panition : 
ill p' ,b',mO,ml,tO,tl: mO e b and to. tenns(mO) and 

p' • partitions'i> and b' e p' and ml e b' and tI e tenns(ml): 
net(tO)=net(tI)=n) » 

SELECLNEXT_PARTITION := partition 
]1 
cnuf 

func GRAVITY_PARTITION(? panition: set of strings ofM; 
? partitions: selof selof strings of M) : int x inl 

I[ 
x,y,a:int; 

x:= (Sx: 
(En:n.N: 

( E box: box e partition: 
(E m,t m e box and t e tenns(m) and net(t)=n: 

position-tcrminal(t).x + position-module(m).x + 
translation-box(box).x + position-box(box).x= x ) and 

( E b: be panitions: 
(E m,t: m e b and t e terms(m) : net(t)=n) 



) ) 
): x); 

y := (.S y: 
(~n:nsN: 

( ~ box: box e partition: 
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( ~ m,t m s box and t s tenns(m) and net(t)=n : 
position-tenninal(t).y + position-module(m).y + 
IIanslation-box(box).y + position-box(box).y = y ) and 

( ~ b: b e partitions: 
(~ m,t: m e b and t e tenns(m) : net(t)=n) 

» 
) : y); 

a:=(!:jt:tsT: 
( ~ box: box e partition: 

( ~ m,n: m e box and t s tenns(m) and net(t)=n : 
( ~ b: be partition: 

( ~ m' ,I': m' s band t' 6 tenns(m ') : net(t')=n ) 
) ) ) ); 

x := x/a; 
y:=y/a; 
GRAVITY_PARTITION := (x, y) 

]1 
enuf 

fune GRAVITY ]LACED_PARTlTlONS( ? partition: set of strings of M; 
? partitions: set of set of strings of M ) : int x int 

I[ 

x,Y,a:int; 

x:=(Sx: 
( ~ n,box: n 6 N and box e partition: 

( ~ m,t m e box and t s tenns(m) : nel(t)=n ) and 
( ~ b,p: p e partitions and b s p: 

( ~ m,t m s b and t e tenns(m) and net(I)=n : 
position-tenninal(t).x + position-module(m).x + 
position-box(b).x + translation-box(b).x + 
position-partition(p).x = x 

) ) 
) 

) : x); 
y:= (Sy: 

( ~ n,box: n e N and box e partilion: 
( ~ m,t m e box and Ie tenns(m) : net(t)=n ) and 

( ~ b,p: p e partitions and b s p: 
(~m,t: m s b and t s lenns(m) and net(t)=n : 

position-tenninal(t).y + posilion-module(m).y + 
posilion-box(b).y + ttanslation-box(b).y + 
posilion-partition(p).y = y 

) ) 
): y); 

a:=(!:jtlsT: 
( ~ b,p: p s partitions and b 6 p: 

( Ii m,n: m e b and t s tenns(m) and net(t)=n : 
(Ii b',m',I': b' e partition and m' e b' and I' 6 tenns(m'): nel(t')=n) 

) ) ); 



x := x}a; 
y:= y/a; 
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GRAVITY_PLACED_PARTITIONS := (x, y) 
]1 
cnuf 

func PLACE_PARTITION(? gO, gl : iot x int; 
? partition: sct of strings of M; 

I[ 
? partitions: set of sct of strings of M ) : iot x iot 

x, y : int; 

(x, y) e intx intand 
not( !l p: p e partitions: 

( !l ij: x <= i <= X + size-partition(partition).x and 
y <= j <= Y + size-partition(partition).y : 

) 
) and 

0<= i + position-partition(p).x <= size-partition(p).x 
and 
0<= j + position-partition(p).y <= size-partition(p).y 

(A x' ,y': x' .y' e int and 
not(!l p: p. partitions: 

); 

( !l ij: x' <= i <= x' + size-partition(partition).x and 
y' <= j <=y' + size-partition(partition).y: 

) 
) : 

0<= i + position-panition(p).x <= size-partition(p).x 
and 
0<= j + position-panition(p).y <= size-partition(p).y 

(x' + gO.x - g1.x )*( x' + gO.x - g1.x) + 
(y' + gO.y - gl.y )*( y' + gO.y - gI.y) 
>= 
(x + gO.x - g1.x )*( x + gO.x - g1.x) + 
(y + gO.y - gI.y )*( Y + gO.y - g1.y) 

PLACE]ARTITION := (x, y) 
]1 
cnuf 

This completes the placement of the partitions. A number of functions have been derived, all together 
they describe the position of the modules. The lower left coordinate of a module is described by the 
functions: position-module, translation-module, position-box and position-partition. An example of a 
possible confIguration of a partition placement is shown in figure 4.3. Note, in principle, a same 
configuration of boxes could be yielded by box placement 

4_6.7 Terminal placement 

The remaining placement problem is the placement of the system terminals. The partitions have been 
placed and a rectangular bounding box enclosing all the partitions has been obtained. The system 
terminals will be put around the bounding box because they form the connection between the inside and 
the outside of the bounding box. For each terminal, a center of gravity is calculated, giving the geometric 
center of all the terminals connected by the same net as the terminal. The terminal is put in that free 
position around the placement for which the distance between the terminal and the center is minimal. 
Note that when the head nodes of the strings are on the left then the input terminal is likely to be put on 
the left. The output terminals are likely to be connected with the last node in a string of modules. The 
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output terminals wiD then appear on the right. This may yield a left to right signal flow as desired. 

Formally: 
proc TERMINAL_PLACEMENTO 
I[ 

glo position-terminal: ST -> int x int; 
g: in! x int; 
x,y: int; 

position-terminal := \I; 
do "all t, t. ST" 
-> 

g := ORA VITY _ TERMINAL( t); 
( x, y ) := PLACE_ TERMINAL( g ); 
position-terminal := position-terminal u [ ( t, x, y) } 

od 
]1 
corp 

func ORA VITY _ TERMINAL( ? st: ST) : int x int 
I[ 

x,Y,a: int; 

x:=(Sx: 
( !l p,b,m,t p. partitions and b € P and 

m € b and t. terms(m) and net(st)=net(t): 

): x); 
y:=(Sy: 

x = position-terminal(t).x + position-module(m).x + 
translation-box(b).x + position-box(b).x + position-partition(p).x 

( !l p,b,m,t: p. partitions and b € P and 
m. b and t. tcrms(m) and net(st)=net(t): 

y = position-tcrminal(t).y + position-modulc(m).y + 
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translation-box(b).y + position-box(b).y + position-partition(p).y 
): y): 

a := ( ~ t: t e T : net(t)=net(st) ): 

x:= xla: 
y := y/a; 
GRAVITY_TERMINAL := (x, y) 

]1 
cnuf 

func PLACE_TERMINAL( ? g : iot x int ) : iot x int 
I[ 

x, y : int: 

x, y e iot and 
( x = lower-left.x - I or x = lower-left.x + size-placement.x + I ) and 
( y = lower-Ieft.y - I or y = lower-Ieft.y + size-placement.y + I ) and 
not( E t teST: ( ~ x, y ) e position-terminal ) 
and 
(Ax',y': 

): 

(x' = lower-left x - I or x' = lower-left x + size-placement.x + I ) and 
(y' = lower-Ieft.y - I or y' = lower-lefty + size-placemeot.y + I ) and 
not( E t: teST: ( t, x, Y ) e position-terminal) : 
( g.x - x )*( g.x - x ) + ( g.y - y )*( g.y - y ) 
<= 

(g.x - x' )*( g.x - x' ) + (g.y - y' )*( g.y - y') 

PLACE_TERMINAL:=(x,y) 
]1 
cnuf 

This completes the placement of the system terminals. An example of a possible configuration yielded 
after terminal placement is given in figure 4.4. 

4_6_8 Summary 

Several functions and procedures have been presented in the previous sections. Together, they form the 
placement phase of the generator. It is obvious that not all the desired points of the postcondition of the 
placement arc realized. That is also impossible beeause some points of the postcondition are 
contradicting. The location of each module and system terminal has been determined. Functional pans 
have been constructed in the partitioning step, resulting in partitions composed of boxes. Modules and 
terminals do not overlap. Inside a box, the level assignment enforces left to right signal How. Heavily 
connected modules are placed close to each other thereby reducing wire length and expressing their 
functionality. An example of a possible configuration yielded after the placement has been applied is 
given in figure 4.5. 
The complexity of the algorithm is composed out of the complexities of the sub-algorithms. Selecting a 
seed is done in the order of the number of modules. The same accounts for constructing a partition. The 
formation of boxes is strongly related to the number of root nodes and the number of possible out to in 
connections between the modules in a partition. The complexity of placing the modules, strings and 
partitions is strongly related to the number of modules in the network. 
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5.1 Introduction 
The automatic schematic diagram generator has been divided into two steps, placement and routing. The 
placement part has been thoroughly treated in the previous chapter. In this chapter the routing will be 
discussed, resulting in an outline of the routing algorithm used by the generator. But first of all, some 
routing algorithms traditionally used in layout are discussed. Though their objectives are somewhat 
different, it provides some basic knowledge about routing problems. After discussing the traditional 
algorithms, the routing problem of the generator is treated. When this has been done, it is time to describe 
the routing algorithm and to give a detailed outline of it. 

5.2 Traditional routing algorithms used in layout 

5.2.1 Introduction 

In traditional layout, routing is divided in two steps, global routing and local routing. If the circuits have a 
small number of modules, there is no need for global routing. With the circuits used today, global routing 
has become an important part of any layout system. 
Global routing deals with the assignment of nets to certain routing areas between the modules. The global 
router decides through which areas the nets will run. The routing areas are usually called channels. The 
main consideration is the flow through narrow or important channels. Some connections may be routed 
around to avoid critical bottlenecks. 
The preliminary stage of global routing involves the definition of the channels. The definition must fit the 
algorithm for global routing, but must also provide a fair representation of the space required for the local 
routing. The definition of the routing area has a direct impact on all parts of the layout: on the adjustment 
of the placement when routing does not have enough space, on data organization, and on algorithms of 
both global routing and local routing. 
The result of global routing is a decomposition of the problem into a number of smaller problems, one for 
each routing area. These sub-problems are small enough to be handled by the local router in a short time 
without memory overflow. 
In local routing, nets get their definite position. The task is often difficult or impossible. Historically, 
there have been 3 classes of local routers: 

- Maze runners, 
- Line routers. 
- Channel routers. 

An example of each class is treated. 

5.2.2 The class of maze runners 

The algorithm treated is the well known Lee-algorithm [6], [9]. The Lee-algorithm is based on expanding 
a wave from one point to another. At each step, points on the wave-front are expanded one step further. 
The process is repeated until the wave front contacts the other point An example is given in figure 5.1. 
If the cost function only contains the wire length, then the algorithm guarantees minimum path length. 
The algorithm requires a large memory for large and dense layouts. But the router guarantees a 
connection if one exists, regardless of how complicated the maze may be. The speed of the algorithm 
improves as the area gets more congested. The Lee-router has proved to be an enormously flexible and 
efficient tool. Besides the Lee-router produces smart routings. A set of penalty functions may control the 
routcr to generate the minimum resistance path, such as a path with a minimum number of bends. 
Informally, the algorithm can be described by: 

Routing by a simple version of the Lee-algorithm 
I[ 

"given two points, say A and B, and a set containing all the 
points of the obstacles, say obstacles"; 

wave, front, new-front: set of points; 
trace-back: points -> points; 
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}I 

wave:= { A }; 
front:= { A }; 
uace-back := 0; 
donol( ~ f: fe front: f= B) 
-> 

new-front := 0; 
do "each f, f e front" 
-> 

do "all g, g = f + (1,0) or g = f + (-1,0) or 
g= f + (0,1) or g= f + (0,-1)" 

-> 
if g e wave and g e obslac1es 

-> 
wave :=wave u {g); 
new-front := new-front u { g }; 
uace-back := trace-back u { ( f, g ) } 

[} "else" 
-> 

fi 
od 

od; 

skip 

front := new-front 
od 

5.2.3 The class of line routers 

9 

8 9 

7 8 9 B 

9 

The algorithm treated is the Hightower-algorithm [6], [8]. The router finds a connection through a maze 
of obstructions by running vertical and horizonlal expansion lines from the two terminals to be connected. 
Then, for each line, it finds the longest perpendicular escape line. If there is a multiple choice, the escape 
line nearest to the slarting terminal is laken. This process is repealed until expansion lines from both sets ( 
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one set for each lenninal ) intersect, generating a connection. In most cases, the algorithm generales the 
path with the minimum number of bends, that is, the path with the minimum number of turns in its 
direction. In figure 5.2 an example is given. 

, , 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -:--~ - - - --

, , , , 
- - A - - - - -1- - - - -

- -B----

---~--------------------------------------------

figure 5,2 

The Hightower-router is quile fast for simple mazes. However, for complicaled mazes, it becomes slow, 
needs a large stack of data, and does not guaranlee a connection whenever it exists. A more algorithmic, 
though infonnal, notation of the algorithm is: 

Routing by a simple version of the Hightower-algorithm 
I[ 

"generate starting expansion lines of both points. 
put the lines of one point in A and of the other in B "; 

do "no two lines, one from A and one from B inlersect and 
a solution is still possible" 

-> 
A' :=0; 
do "each line in A" 
-> 

"find longest perpendicular escape line, add to it A' " 
od; 
A:=A'; 
if "no line of A inlersects with a line of B" 
-> 

B' :=0; 
do "each line in B" 
-> 

"find longest perpendicular escape line, add to it B' " 
od; 
B:=B' 

[] "else" 
-> skip 

Ii 
od 
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]1 

5.2.4 The class of channel routers 

A channel router is a special router designed for routing in an area with no inner obstructions and with 
terminals on two opposite sides. The connections may exit from the channel through the two remaining 
sides, but the router determines the exact place. 
A simple example of a channel router is the left-edge router [6]. Its idea is simple: the algorithm assigns 
segments in the channel to one track at a time, /ills it as dense as possible and then takes a new track and 
does the same with the remaining segments. 
If the channel is not wide enough, the routing may overflow the channel, but the rouler implements all of 
the connections. A channel router is very fast but has two limitations, tenninals may create constraint 
loops and the terminals must be on opposite sides of the channel. The algorithm is more algorithmic but 
still informal described by: 

Routing by a simple channel rouler 
I[ 

]1 

"given a set of segments"; 

do "there are segments, not assigned to a track" 
-> 

"select the first free track"; 
"/ill the track as dense as possible with free segments" 

od 

5.3 What kind of routing is needed? 

The algorithms described in 5.2 are used in traditional layout. The routing needed for the generation of 
general schematics can be described by its pre- and postcondition. The problem is then given by: 

Precondition: 
Given: 

- A set of modules, each module has a set of terminals and each module has been positioned. 

- A set of nets, each net has a set of SUbsystem terminals and/or system terminals, giving the points it 
should connect 

- A set of system terminals and their positions. 

Postcondition: 
Find: 

- The path of each net. 

Such lhal: 

- Signal flow is from left to right as far as possible. 

- No net overlaps with a module, the only point where a net may touch is the position of a subsystem 
terminal. No net overlaps with a system terminal which has to be connected by another net. 

- The only common points of different nets arc crossing points. 

_ Path lengths, number of bends, number of crossovers and the number of branching nodes in the nel. 
are as low as possible. 

Path length should not be of primarily concern, the number of bends and crossovers are of a greater 
importance in schematic diagrams. 
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The constraints imposed on the kind of nets accepted, should be kept as low as possible. A net should be 
allowed to connect several points, but at least two. Thus, multipoint nets should be allowed to occur. 
A very important issue is kecping rhe number of unroutable nets as low as possible. Often, a completely 
routed diagram is more convincing than any other unroutable smart picture. 
The only constraint put on the placement of rhe modules and system terminals is that they do not overlap. 
No further constraints are needed. 
Finally, the routing algorithm has to contain a great deal of flexibility. It should be easy to change or 
update the algorithm such that it meets new wishes. This is achieveable by keeping the routing relatively 
pure and simple, otherwise routing becomes unmanageable. 

5.4 The choice of the kind of routing algorithm needed 

First of all the choice wherher rhe routing is split up in global routing and local routing should be made. 
In traditional routing, the split up has been made because the number of modules in the design became 
larger and larger. As described, global routing assigns nets to specific channels. Thus, a preprocess 
yielding the channels is needed. The local router gets rhe decomposed problem. 
It is assumed rhat rhe number of modules in a design to be generated automatically is relatively small. 
Besides, rhe area available for routing should be large because it enhances the clearness of the picture. To 
keep rhe routing simple, the split up in global routing and local routing will not be made. The 
consequence of this decision is rhat an algorirhm from rhe class of channel routers can not be chosen. A 
channel router requires a predefined channel, and rhe decision yields that channels are not constructed 
explicitly. 
The Lee-router has proven to be an enormously flexible and efficient tool, though it may require a large 
memory. A very important aspect of rhe router is that it always finds a path for a net if one exists, 
regardless of how complex the maze may be. Anorher interesting aspect is rhat the speed of rhe router 
improves as rhe area gets more congested. 
The strength of rhe Hightower-router is its simplicity and the form of rhe constructed nets. In most cases, 
rhe algorithm generates the parh wirh rhe minimum number of bends. These parhs are very pleasing in a 
schematic diagram. They ease tracing a net. Besides, rhe algorirhm is quite fast for simple mazes. 
Draw·backs of !he Hightower-algorithm are that it does not guarantee a connection whenever it exists, 
and it becomes slow for complicated mazes. 
The kind of a1gorirhm fulfilling most of the needs is a combination of an algorithm out of the class of line 
routers and an algorithm out of the class of maze runners. The resulting algorithm should produce paths 
with a minimum number of bends and should guarantee a connection if one exists. A path wirh a 
minimum number of bends is more likeable than one with minimum wire lengrh because it is easier to 
trace. Searching for a path wirh a minimum number of crossovers may result in a time-consuming 
algorithm. 
A router which 

- sean:hes for each net a parh with a minimum number of bends and 

- among those possible paths looks for the onc with a minimum number of crossovers and 

- among the remaining possibilities takes the one with minimum wire length, 

is rhe kind of algorithm fulfilling most of rhe needs. 

5.5 The routing algorithm, an introduction 

5.5.1 Introduction 

The routing algorithm presented deals with the general routing problem, the interconnection of points on 
a plane covered with obstructions. Terminals are allowed to be on each side of a module and there are no 
restrictions on a module its dimensions or placement. The form of a module should be a rectangle rhough 
rhe algorithm in principle is able to accept irregularly shaped obstacles. It is not allowed that system 
terminals and modules are overlapping. 
The routing a1gorirhm presented, uses rhe line-expansion principle. It scans lines as in the line-search 
algorithms of the class of line routers. But instead of generating only one escape line at a time, it always 
generates the borders of the expansion zone that can be reached by the set of all possible escape lines. 
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The borders are new starting lines for the search for a solution. An important aspect of the algorithm is 
that it guarantees a solution if one exists. The algorithm will be thoroughly treated in the next sections. . 

5.5.2 The principle of line-expansion 

The line-expansion algorithm is based on the expansion of a line in a direction perpendicular to the line. 
For every point of the line an investigation yields bow far it can be expanded, i.e. until a line through the 
point is blocked by an obstacle. The expansion lOne can be defined as the lOne consisting of all points 
that can be reached by an escape line starting on the expanded line and having a direction perpendicular 
to iL One should notice that it suffices to generate the borders of the expansion zone to account for all 
possible escape lines. They are the lines to continue the search for a solution. In order to reach new 
unreached points, the borders of the expansion zone have to be crossed. If it is always necessary to cross 
the borders of the expansion lOne, no matter which escape line is chosen, the search for a solution can be 
continued from the bordering lines. The need to select an appropriate escape line which is the main 
reason for the draw-backs of the line-search algorithms, no longer exists. 
In figure 5.3 an example is given. Assume a given horizontal segmem with coordinates ( i, x, Y ). Every 
reachable coordinate in the direction in which the segment is to be expanded, in the range from x to y, is 
searched for. Because nets are allowed to cross, the expansion is blocked only by modules, bends in nets 
and the border of the plane. The border of the plane can be treated as sides of modules, so the only 
obstacles are modules and bends in nets. 

border orthe plane 

module 

net _______ ...JI 

x y 

figure 5.3 

Note that every expansion line has a direction in which it has to be expanded. This is necessary because 
otherwise the area already reached by an expansion might be encountered again. Expanding a segment 
should yield new borderings of the zone of new reached points. When a segment has to be expanded, it is 
being moved in the expansion direction. When an obstacle is reached, the range of the obstacle is cut out 
of the segment and the piece cut out is left on the previous position. The remaining parts of the segment 
are shifted further until another obstacle appears and again the overlap is cut out of the remaining parts of 
the segment and the pieces cut out are left on the previous position. The process continues until there are 
no remaining parts of the segment. For the configuration of figure 5.3 this yields figure 5.4. 
The segments and points constructed during the moves are called end-segments. They form the parallel 
bordering segments. Out of the constructed end-segments, the other perpendicular bordering segments 
can be constructed. The result is shown in figure 5.5. Their expansion direction is denoted by the arrow. 
Note that of each added line in figure 5.5 the lowest coordinate is one more than the index of end
segment used to determine the poinL This is because the expansion of the point left out of the segment 
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figure 5.5 

has been taken care of. 
As can be seen in figure 5.5, there are new yielded segments which cross the nel When the borders are 
expanded, the crossing points have to be cut out because the points are already occupied. If not, this may 
yield a solution resulting in overlapping nets and nets are only allowed to cross. To overcome this 
problem, it is also possible to cut them out during the expansion such that no new expandable segment 
contains a point occupied by a net. This can be achieved by introducing additional points during the 
expansion. When during the expansion a segment is moved over a net, two special points have to be kept 
in mind. These are the two outside crossings of the net and the segment They are called the left- and 
right-crossingpoint. The expansion results in the configuration given in figure 5.6. 
Now, out of the points and segments, it is possible to produce the desired new expandable segments. The 
crossingpoints arc never included in a segment. The result is given in figure 5.7. 
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figure 5.7 

Of the new constructed border. only the segments perpendicular to the expanded segment are of interest. 
The parallel segments are expandable but expansion yields no new unreached points because expansion 
of the expanded segment was blocked at that specific range. The constructed pclJlCndicular segments are 
new potential candidates for expansion. 
The expansion procedure will always SlOp because the border of the plane will always put an end to the 
expansion. 

5.5.3 The line-expansion algorithm, an overview 

The problem the algorithm deals with is to connect several points by a common net. How the problem is 
treated by the algorithm is informally pointed out in this section. The problem is divided into point-to
point and multi-point interconnections. First. the point-to-point connections are treated and afterwards, 
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the extension to multi-point connections is made. 
The routing problem of a point-to-point connection is the search for an interconnection between two 
points. The search for an inlerconnection is initialed by the algorithm in both points. The initiation 
involves selecting initial expandable segments for the expansion procedure. Expandable segments will be 
called active segments. The initial active segments are formed by the points themselves. Their expansion 
direction is perpendicular to the side of the module on which the point is situated and directed to the 
outside of the module. This yields two initiated wavefronts. Then, new wavefronts advancing zone by 
zone have to be generated. Starting with the initial active segment in a wavefront, a new front is attained 
by applying the expansion procedure to it. The same accounts for the other initial active segment. The 
new active segments have to be stored, keeping track of their originator, i.e. the active segment yielding 
their existence. Alternatingly, the expansion procedure is applied to all active segments forming one of 
the wavefronts. The process continues until a solution is found. 
A solution is found when an active line of the other wavefront is reached. This may include a range of 
possible common points. In this range, a point is chosen and the remainder of the actual route can be 
reconstructed by a trace-back routine. The routine draws a line through the selected point, perpendicular 
to the active segments. The endpoints of the line are on the active segments. Then, out of both endpoints a 
trace-back is started, drawing a line from the point to the originator of !he segment !he point is siwated on 
and so on from the new achieved point until the point which initiated the search is found. The line drawn 
is the constructed net. 
During the search for an interconnection, an end to the expansion is imposed by the module boundings 
and !he bends in previously routed nets. Expanding a wavefront yields another kind of segments imposing 
an end to the expansion, active segments belonging to the wavefront. This prevents the search in the zone 
that already has been reached by an expansion. To prevent the search in the zone just reached, an active 
segment of the same kind, reached during an expansion, puts an end to the expansion over its entire range 
and the common part of both segments is cut out of the reached active segment. This new kind of 
obstacle in the plane is introduced only to insure that every zone is searched just once, thus speeding up 
the algorithm. One should note that the paths found by the algorithm contain a minimum number of 
bends because expanding a wavefront yields new paths with an extra bend. An example of a point-to
point connection is given in figure 5.8, where the points A and B have to be connected. 
Extension of the algorithm to multi-point interconnections is simple. Two points are selected first and a 
route is constructed for this point-to-point connection by the procedure described. When no solution is 
found, another pair of points has to be selected. If a point-to-point connection has been made, the net has 
been initiated. Then, the other points are selected one at a time to be interconnected with the part of the 
interconnection that already has been made. For this interconnection, the expansion is initiated from the 
selected point only and a solution is found when a segment of the partial completed interconnection is 
reached. 
An example is given in figure 5.9. The points A, Band C have to be connected by the same net. The 
points A and B have already been connected. Constructing the interconnection between A and B is 
shown in fig 5.8. A possible solution is shown in figure 5.9. 

5.5.4 Guaranteed solution 

The generation of active segments in the line·expansion algorithm can be viewed as generating all 
possible escape lines. The search for a solution is not restricted in any way when the search is continued 
from the active segments. The interconnection always has to cross the borders of the expansion zone to 
reach the target point. Otherwise it would have been reached already, so intuitively it can be seen that all 
possible routes are always investigated and as such also the routes that interconnect the two points to be 
interconnected. 

5.6 The routing algorithm, an outline 

5.6.1 Introduction 

An informal description of the routing algorithm has been given. The algorithm will find the route with 
the minimum number of bends. However, it is not necessary to stop when the first solution has been 
found. The procedure described can be continued and perhaps a better route can be found. A pleasing 
extension of the algorithm is that it finds among the possible paths with a minimum number of bends, the 
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path with a minimum number of wire crossings and in case of a tie selects the path with minimum wire 
length. If still a tie exists. an arbiuary choice is made. A formal treatment of the algorithm constructing 
the described paths is given in the next sections. 

5_6_2 A representation of a design 

To be able to give a formal description of the routing algorithm, a formal representation of a design is 
needed. The represenlation used is a ten-tuple, 

(M, N, ST, T, terms, type, position-terminal, position-module, net, size) with: 

M, the set of all modules, 
N, the set of all nets, 
ST, the set of all system terminals, 
T, the set of all subsystem terminals, 
terms, a function from M to P(1), giving for each module its terminals, 
type, a function from T u ST to ( in, oul, inout J, giving for each system 

and subsystem terminal its type, 
position-terminal, a function from T u ST to int x int, giving for each t e T its 

position relative to the lower left coordinate of its module, and for 
each teST its position, 

posilion-module. a function M to int x int, giving for each m e M iL'i 
lower left coordinate, 

net, a relation from ST u T to N, giving for each connected terminal the 
connected nel, 

size, a function from M to int x int, giving for each module its x and y size. 
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This yields an abstract description of a design. This is nearly the same description as the one in 4.6.2, 
only the function position-module has been added. The additional function side, described in 4.6.2 will 
also be used in the the following sections. 
During the formal description, some additional representations are needed. The routing needs a 
configuration of the modules and already routed nets. They form the obstacles, though it is allowed to 
cross a net During the routing, the obstacles are represented by two sets, one used for horizontal and one 
for vertical obstacles, they are called horizontal-segments and vertical-segments. Initially, horizontal
segments should contain aU the horizontal module boundings and vertical-segments all the vertical ones. 
Besides, each set must contain each system terminal position. An obstacle is represented by a five-tuple, 

( i, x, y, type, name) with, 

i, the index of a segment, i.e. the point of a coordinate axis giving 
the track perpendicular to the axis which contains the segment, i e int, 

x, the lower coordinate of the segment, x e int, 
y, the upper coordinate of the segment, y e int, 
type, the type of the segment, type e ( module, net, active-A, active-B ), 
name, the ne!name of the segment if tYJlC"'net, name. N. 

The set of all possible obstacles is denoted by obstacles. 

An active segment is described by a ten-tuple, 

(b, c, ip, xp, yp, dp, i, x, y, d) with, 

b, the wave number, describing the number of bends in the paths, b. int, 
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c, the number of crossed nets by the paths starting from the segment, c e int, 
ip, xp, yp, dp, describing the originator of the active segment, wilh 

dp giving its expansion direction, dp s [ left, right, up, down}, 
ip, xp, yp, describing the segment, ip,xp,yp e int, 

i,;t, y, d, describing the active segment, with d giving its expansion direction, 
i, x, y, describing the segment, i,x,y e int. 

The set of all possible active segments is denoted by actives. 

The end segments are described by a four-tuple, 

( i, x, y, type) with, 

i, ;t, Y describe the segment, i,x,y s int, i is Ihe index and 
x, y describe the range, 

type, the type of an end segment, type e [ Ie, re, s } with 
Ie a left-crossingpoint, re a right-crossingpoint and s a segment 

The set of all possible active segments is denoted by ends. 

This completes the description of Ihe used representations. Now, a formal treatment of the algorithm 
described in 5.4.3 can be given. 

5.6.3 A formal description of the algorithm 

The formal description of the algorilhm is presented by a set of procedures and functions, each preceded 
by some comment 
The routing algorilhm should find for each net a path between the obstacles. Before being able to search 
for a path, Ihe sets containing the obstacles have to be built Once this has been done, each net is 
constructed. First, a point-to-point connection is made and after this initiation, the net is expanded such 
Ihat it contacts all Ihe remaining terminals it should be connect to. 

Formally: 
proc ROUTINGO 
I[ 

glo current-net: N; 
T': setofTuST; 

ADD_OBSTACLE_BOUNDINGSO; 
do "all n. n e N" 
-> 

current-net := n; 
T' := [ t. T u ST I net(t)=n }; 
to, t1 • T'; 
INIT_NET( to, t1 ); 
T' := T,\{ to, t1 }; 
doT',,!\! 
-> 

teT'; 
EXPAND_NET( t); 
T' := T,\[ t} 

od 
od 

]1 
corp 
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Adding the obstacles to their specific set is rather straight forward. Horizontal-segments should contain 
all the horiwntal segments fonning an obstacle and venical-segments all the vertical ones. Besides, both 
sets should contain each system tenninal which also gets type module 10 ensure thaI il is not overlapped 
by a net. The borders of the plane are selto inf and also have Iype module. 

proc ADD_OBSTACLE_BOUNDINGSO 
I[ 

glo horizontal-segments, vertical-segments: sel of obstacles; 

horiwntal-segments := [ ( inf, -inf, inf, module," ), ( -inf, -inf, inf, module, " ) }; 
vertical-segments := ( ( inf, -inf, inf, module," ), ( -inf, -inf, inf, module, " ) }; 
do "all m, m e M" 
-> 

horizontal-segments := horizontal-segments u 
( (position-module(m).y, posilion-module(m).x, 

position-module(m).x + sizc(m).x, module, " ), 
(position-module(m).y + sizc(m).y, position-modulc(m).x, 

posilion-module(m).x + size(m).x, module, " ) }; 
vertical-segments := venical-segments u 

( (position-module(m).x, posilion-module(m).y, 
position-module(m).y + size(m).y, module, • ), 

(position-module(m).x + size(m).x, posilion-module(m).y, 
position-module(m).y + size(m).y, module, ") } 

od; 
do "alII, teST" 
-> 

horizontal-segments := horizontal-segments u 
( (position-tenninal(I).y, position-tenninal(I).x, position-tenninal(t).x, 

module,") }; 
vertical-segments := vertical-segments u 

od 
]1 
corp 

( ( position-tenninal(t).x, posilion-Ienninal(t).y, position-tenninal(t).y, 
module,") } 

Routing of a net stans with initiating i~ constructing a point-Io-point conneclion. The procedure needs 
IWO tenninals which have to be connected. It stans with inilialing the wavefronts. Then il checks whether 
a straighlline belween the tenninals is possible. If nOl, il expands the wavefronts until they meet. The sels 
A and B contain all the active segments. The new wavefront is temporarily put in A-new or B-new, 
depending on the wavefront It is obvious that an empty new wavefront yields no new unreached points, 
so an initiation of the net is impossible. Note that the check whether a straight line between the two points 
is possible is necessary, otherwise the palh found contains too many bends. 

Fonnally: 
proc INIT _NET( ? to, tI : T u ST) 
I[ 

glo A, B : sel of aClives; 
glo solution-found: boolean; 
A-new. B-new : set of actives; 

INIT_ACTIVES( A, to); 1* A *,,", 
INIT_ACTIVES( B, tl ); 1* B *,,", 
solution-found := STRAIGHT _LlNE( to, t1 ); 
do nOI solution-found 



-> 
A-new:=0; 
EXPAND_ACTIVES( A, A-new); 
if not solution-found 
-> 

if A-new =0 
-> 
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"try an other initiation, a path between 10 and t1 is 
impossible"; 

solution-found := true 
[] A-new'" 0 
-> 

A := A u A-new; 

fi 

B-new:=0; 
EXPAND_ACTIVES( B, B-new); 
if ( not solution-found) and B-new = 0 
-> 

"try an other initiation, a path between 10 and t1 
is impossible"; 

solution-found := true 
[] "else" 
-> 

B:= BuB-new 
fi 

[] solution-found 
-> 

Ii 
od 

]1 
corp 

skip 

After a net has been initiated, it can be expanded_ The expansion starts from an unconnected terminal and 
the wavefront is expanded until it meets a part of the constructed net 

FormaUy: 
proc EXPAND_NET(? t: T u ST) 
I[ 

glo A : set of acti ves; 
glo solution-found: boolean; 
A-new: set of actives; 

!NIT _ACTIVES( A, t ); 
A-new:= 0; 
solution-found := false; 
do not solution-found 
-> 

A := A u A-new; 
A-new:=0; 
EXPAND_ACTIVES( A, A-new); 
if A-new = 0 and not solution-found 
-> 

"a path from p to the constructed part is impossible"; 
solution-found := true 



[] "else" 
-> 

skip 
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fi 
od 

JI 
corp 

In Ihe initiation procedure, a check is made whe!her a straighlline belween !he Iwo terminals is possible. 
If one is familiar wi!h !he line-expansion algori!hm, Ihen il is obvious !hal !he check is necessary because 
o!herwise il yields a palh wi!h too many bends. The function checks whe!her a straighl line is possible 
and if so, adds illO one of !he obstacle sets. 

Formally: 
func STRAIGHT_LINE(? 10, tl : T u TS) : boolean 
I[ 

JI 

glo horizontal-segments, vertical-segments: sel of obstacles; 
glo current-nel : N; 

if « side(tO) = left and side(tl) = righl) or 
(side(IO) = righl and side(tl) = lefl) or 
( side(IO) e [ left, righl } and tl e ST ) or 
(side(tl) e ( left, righl ) and to eST) 

) and 10.y = 11.y 
-> 

if ( !l s: s e vertical-segments : 
( to.x min 11.x ) <= s.i <= ( to.x max 11.x ) and 
s.x <= 10.y <= s.y and 
( s.type = module or ( s.lype = nel and ( s.x = 10.y or s.y = 10.y ) ) ) ) 

-> STRAIGHT_LINE := false 
o "else" 

-> vertical-segments := vertical-segments u 
( (IO.y, to.x min 11.x, 10.x max 11.x, nel, currenl-nel) }; 

STRAIGHT_LINE := true 
Ii 

[J « side(IO) = down and side(tl) = up) or 
(side(IO) = up and side(tl) = down) or 
( side(IO). ( down, up ) and tl e ST) or 
( side(tl) e ( down, up ) and to e ST ) 

) and 10.x = Il.x 
-> 

if ( !l s: s e horizontal-segments : 
( to.y min Il.y) <= s.i <= (to.y max Il.y) and 
s.x <= to.x <= s.y and 
(s.lype = module or (s.lype = nel and (s.x = 10.X or s.y = 10.x») ) 

-> STRAIGHT_LINE := false 
[] "else" 
-> horizontal-segments := horizontal-segments u 

( (to.x, to.y min tl.y, 10.y max Il.y, nel, current-nel) }; 
STRAIGHT_LINE:= true 

Ii 
[) "else" 
-> STRAIGHT_LINE := false 

Ii 
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cnuf 

Before being able to expand a wavefront. it has to be initiated. This is done by activating the terminal to 
be expanded. A special case is the system terminal. its expansion must be initiated in all directions. 

Formally: 
proc INIT _ACflVES( S : set of actives; ? t : T u ST) 
I[ 

glo position-terminal: T u ST -> int x int; 

if teST 
-> 

S := { (-I. O. info info info info position-tcrminal(t).y. position-tcrminal(t).x. 
position-terminal(t).x. up ). 

(-I. O. info info info info position-terminal(t).y. position-terminal(t).x. 
position-terminal(t).x. down ). 

( -I. O. info info info info position-tcrminal(t).x. position-terminal(t).y. 
position-terminal(t).y.left ). 

(-I. O. info info info info position-terminal(t).x. position-terminal(t).y. 
positioo-terminal(t).y. right) ) 

[] te T 
-> 

Ii 
]1 
corp 

if sidc(t) = left 
-> 

S := { (-1. O. info info info info position-terminal(t).x. position-terminal(t).y. 
position-terminal(t).y. left) ) 

[] side(t) = right 
-> 

S := { (-1. O. info info info info position-terminal(t).x. position-terminal(t).y. 
position-terminal(t).y. right) ) 

[] side(t) = up 
-> 

S := { (-I. O. info info info info position-terminal(t).y. position-tcrminal(t).x. 
position-tcrminal(t).x. up ) ) 

[] side(t) = down 
-> 

S := { (-1. O. info info info info JlOsition-terminal(t).y. JlOsition-terminal(t).x. 
position-terminal(t).x. down) ) 

Ii 

Expanding a wavefront involves expanding all the active segments forming the front. If all the active 
segments are expanded and a solution is found. then the path bas to be reconstructed. 

Formally: 
proc EXPAND_ACTIVES( S. S-new : set of actives) 
I[ 

glo min-crossovers, min-lcnglh : int; 
glo solution-found: boolean; 
j: in~ 

min-crossovers := inf; 
min-length := inf; 
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j := (~'" i: i. int and (!l a: a. S : a.i = i) : i); 
do "all a, a • S and a.i = j" 
-> 

EXPAND_SEGMENT( a, S-new) 
od; 
if solution-found 
-> RECONSTRUCf_SOLUTIONO 

[] not solution-found 
-> skip 

Ii 
]1 
corp 

If the expansion of a wavefront yields a solution, the path has 10 be reconstructed and added to the sets 
containing the obstacles. The variables optimum-x and optimum-y describe the point connecting the two 
fronts or a front with an already constructed pan of the neL 

Formally: 
proc RECONSTRUCT_SOLUTIONO 
I[ 

]1 

glo optimum-x, optimum-y : int; 
glo optimum-a, optimum-b : actives; 
glo current-net: N; 

if optimum-a.d. ( up, down) 
-> 

vertical-segments := vertical-segments u 
( ( optimum-x, optimum-b.i min optimum-a.i, 

optimum-b.i max optimum-a.i, neL current-net) }; 
RECONSTRUCf_PATH( optimum-a, x); 
RECONSTRUCf_PATH( optimum-b, x) 

[] optimum-a.d. ( lefL right) 
-> 

horiwntal-segments := horizontal-segments u ( (optimum-y, 
optimum-b.i min optimum-a.i, optimum-b.i max optimum-a.i. 
net, current-net) }; 

RECONSTRUCf _PA TH( optimum-a, y); 
RECONSTRUCf]A TH( optimum-b, y) 

fi· 
/* remove added actives from the obstacles *' 
horiwntal-segments := ( o. horizontal-segments I o.type. { module, net } }; 
vertical-segments ;= ( o. vertical·segments I o.type 6 ( module, net) } 

The most important procedure is the one performing the line-cxpansion principle. The procedure works 
as described previously, constructs the set E which contains all the end segments and, if no solution is 
found, uses the end segments to construct new active segments. 

Formally: 
proc EXPAND_SEGMENT(? a: actives; S·new : set of actives) 
I[ 

glo E : set of ends; 
glo solution-found: boolean; 
glo A, B : set of actives; 
R, R' : set of iot x iot x int; 
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° : set of obstacles; 
i : int; 

i := a.i; 
E:=0; 
R := [ ( ax, ay, a.c ) }; 
1* R contains an element with the range of the active segment and 

its number of crossed wires" 
doR,I0 
-> 

0:=0; 
doo=0 
-> 

i:=i+l; ° := [ 0 I 0 " horiwntal-segments and o.i = i } 
od; 
R' :=R; 
doR' ,10 
-> 

reR'; 
R' := R,\[ r}; 
if( E 0: 0" 0: O.X <=r.y and r.x <= o.y) 
-> 

0" ° and O.X <= r.y and r.x <= o.y; 
R:= R\[ r}; 
ifr.x < o.x 
-> 

R := R u [ ( r.x, O.X - 1, r.C ) }; 
R' :=R' u [(r.x,o.x-l,r.c)}; 
f.X :=O.x 

[] r.x >= o.x 
-> skip 

fi; 
ifr.y > o.y 
-> 

R:= R u [ (o.y + I, r.y, r.c) }; 
R' :=R' u [(o.y+ l,r.y,r.c)}; 
r.y:=o.y 

[] r.y <= o.y 
-> skip 

Ii; 
if o.type = module 
-> 

MODULE_OBSTACLE( i, r, a.d) 
[] o.type = net and o.net-name,l current-net 
-> 

NET_OBSTACLE( R, i, r, 0) 
[] ( o.type = active-A and a • A) or 

( o.type = activc-B and a" B) 
-> 

OWN_OBSTACLE( i, r, a) 
[} "else" 

-> 
solution-found := true; 
UPDATE_SOLUT10N( 0, i, r, a) 



]1 

od 
ad; 

fi 
[] "else" 

-:> skip 
fi 

if not solution-found 
-:> NEW _ACTIVES( S-new, a) 

[] solution-found 
-:> skip 

fi 
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corp 

During the expansion of a remaining piece of the active segmen~ different kinds of obstacles can be 
reached. If it is a module then the piece has to be added to E. If it is an obstacle of its own kind then the 
piece has to be added to E too and it must be cut out of the reached obstacle. If the obstacle is a net with 
another name then the crossingpoints have to be added to E. With direction is meant ( up, down, left, 
right ). 

Formally: 
proc MODULE_OBSTACLE(? i: int; r: int x int x int; d: direction) 
I[ 

glo E : set of ends; 

E:= E u ( (j, r.x, r.y, s) Ide ( right, up) =:> j = i-I 
and d e (left, down} =:> j = i+ 1 } 

]1 
corp 

proc OWN_OBSTACLE(? i: int;? r: int x int x int;? a: actives) 
I[ 

glo E : set of ends; 
glo A, B : set of actives; 

E := E u ( (j, r.x, r.y, s) I a.d e ( right, up ) =:> j = i-I 
anda.de (Ieft,down) =:>j=i+ I}; 

ifae A 
-:> S • A, s.i = i and s.x <= r.x and r.y <= s.y; 

A:=A\(s}; 
A := A u ( (i, s.x, r.x, active-A), (i, r.y, s.y, active-A) } 

[]aeB 
-:> s • B, s.i = i and s.x <= r.x and r.y <= S.y; 

B:$B\(s}; 
B := B u ( (i, s.x, r.x, active-B ), (i, r.y, s.y, active-B) } 

fi 
]1 
corp 

proc NET_OBSTACLE( R: set ofint x int x int; 
?i:int; 

I( 

? r : iot x iot x int; 
? 0 : obstacles ) 

ready : boolean; 



ready := false; 
do not ready 
-> 

if r.x = o.x or r.x = o.y 
-> 

if a.d e ( up, right) 
-> E := E u ( ( i-I, r.x, r.x, s ) ) 

[] a.d. ( down, left ) 
-> E := E u ( (i + I, r.x, r.x, s) ) 

Ii' 
if f.X = r.y 
-> ready := true 

[] r.x < r.y 
-> f.X := f.X + 1 

Ii 
[] o.x < r.x < o.y 
-> 

if r.y = o.y 
-> 

if a.d e ( up, right ) 
-> E := E u ( (i - 1, r.x, r.x, s) ) 

[] a.d. ( down, left ) 
->E:= E u ( i+ 1, r.x,r.x, s») 

Ii; 
r.y := r.y - 1 

[] r.y < o.y 
-> 
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E:= E u ( (i, r.x, r.x,lc), (i, r.y, r.y, rc) ); 
r.c := r.C + 1; 

Ii 
ad 

JI 
corp 

Ii 

R:=Ru{r); 
ready := true 

If during the expansion a solution is found, the new solution has to be compared with an eventually 
previously found one. If the new solution has fewer wire crossings or in case of a tie, smaller wire length, 
then it is better than the old one. 

Formally: 
proc UPDA TE_SOLUTION( ? 0 : obstacles; ? i : int; ? r : int x iot x int; ? a : actives) 
I[ 

g10 min-crossovers. min-length. optimum-x. optimum-y : int; 
glo optimum-a, optimum-b : actives; 
b : actives; 
I, x, y: int; 

"select from segment 0 a point such that if possible no new branching 
nodes occur and the point, say ( x, y ), must be in segment r"; 

if o.type = net 
-> 

if a.d. ( up, down ) 



]1 
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-> I := PATH_LENGTH(., x) + I Y - a.i I 
[l a.d s ( left, right) 
-> 1:= PATH_LENGTH( a, y) + I x - a.i I 

Ii 
[l o.type e ( active-A, active-B) 

-> 

Ii; 

ifae A 
-> b s B and b.i = i and b.x = x and b.y = Y 

[laeB 
-> b e A and b.i = i and b.x = x and b.y = Y 

Ii; 
if a.d e ( up, down) 
-> 1:= PATH_LENGTH( a, x) + PATH_LENGTH( b, x) 

[l a.d e ( left, right) 
-> 1:= PATH_LENGTH( a, y) + PATH_LENGTH( b, y) 

Ii 

if ( r.e < min-crossovers) or 
( r.C = min-crossovers and I < min-length ) 

-> 
min-crossovers := r.c; 
min-length := I; 
optimum-a := a; 
if o.type = net 
-> optimum-b := a 

[l o.type e ( active-A, active-B) 
-> optimum-a := b 

Ii; 
optimum-x := x; 
optimum-y := y 

[] "else" 
-> skip 

Ii 

corp 

Out of the end segments, constructed during an expansion of an active segmen~ new active segments 
have to be constructed if no solution has been found. The new constructed active segments are added to 
the sets containing the obstacles and their new wavefront. 

Formally: 
proc NEW _ACTIVES( S-new : set of actives; ? a : actives) 
I[ 

/* assume •. d = up, the other cases are analogue" 

glo horizontal-segments, vertical-segments: set of obstacles; 
glo E : set of ends; 
crossovers: int; 
type: ( active-A, active-B ); 

crossovers := a.c; 
/* crossovers = #(read Ie's) - #(read re's) 0, 
ifas A 
-> type := active-A 

[lasB 
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-> type := active-B 
fi' 
E :=E u (ai, a.x -I,a.x -I,s), (aj, a.y+ I, ay+ I, s)]; 
e-prev e E and ( b e: e e E and e ~ e-prev : e.x > e-prev.x ); 
e e E and e.x = e-prev,y + 1 and 

(be': e' e Eand e'.x = e.x ande' ~e: 
(e'.i > ej) or (e' .i=ej => e'.type = rc»; 

E := E\( e, e-prev ); 
doE~0 
-> 

if le-prev j - ejl <= 1 
-> skip 

[) le-prev.i - ejl > 1 and e-prevj < ej 
-> 1* create a new active segment 0/ 

if e.type = Ic 
-> y := ej - I 

[) e.type = s 
-> y:= ej 

fi' 
S-new := S-new u 

( ( a.b + I, crossovers, aj, a.x, a.y, a.d, e.x, e-prev j + I, y, left) ); 
vertical-segments := vertical-segments u ( (e.x, e-prevj + I, y, type, • ) ) 

[) le-prevj - ejl > 1 and e-prevj > ej 
-> 1* create a new active segment·/ 

if e-prev.type = rc 
-> y := e-prevj - 1 

[) e-prev.type = s 
-> y:= e-prevj 

fi; 
S-new := S-new u 

( (ab + I, crossovers, aj, a.x, a.y, a.d,e-prev.y, ej + I, y, right) ); 
vertical-segments:= vertical-segments u ( (e-prev.y, ej + I, y, type, 0) ) 

fi; 
I" select new e, e-prev oJ 
e-prev:= e; 
eeEand 

not(!l e': e' 6 E : e'.x < e.x) and 
(b e': e' e E and e'.x = e.x and e'.type = Ie: 

e.type = Ie and ej < e'.i ) and 
(b e': e' e E and c'.x = e.x and e'.type = rc and 

not( E elt
: e" e and e".x =: e.x: e".type = Ie): 

e.type = rc and ej > e' j); 
1* update crossovers ./ 
if e.type = Ie 

-> crossovers := crossovers + 1 
[) e.type = rc 
-> crossovers := crossovers - 1 

[) e.type = s 
-> skip 

fi; 
E:= E\( e ) 

od 
]1 
corp 
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During the reconstruction of a solution. the path is uaced back. Starting from a point on an active 
segment. the path is reconstructed and added to the sets containing the obstacles. 

FonnalJy: 
proc RECONSTRUCT]ATH(? a: actives;? x: int) 
I[ 

glo horizontal-segments. vertical-segments: set of obstacles; 
glo A. B : set of actives; 
a-prev : actives; 
S : set of actives; 

ifao A 
-> S:= A 

[JaoB 
-> S := B 

Ii· 
doa.b,!-I 
-> 

a-prev 0 S. a-prev.i = a.ip. a-prev.x = a.xp. 
a-prev.y = a.yp. a-prev.d = a.dp; 

if a-prev.d 0 { uP. down} 
-> 

vertical-segments := vertical-segments u 
{ (a.i. x min a-prev.i. x max a-prev.i. net. current-net) } 

[J a-prev.d 0 { left. right} 
-> 

horizontal-segments := horizontal-segments u 
{ (a.i. x min a-prev.i. x max a-prev.i. net. current-net) } 

fi· 
x := a-prev.i; 
a:= a-prev 

od 
]1 
corp 

Checking whether a solution is bener than a previously found one. may involve detennining the path 
length of the solution. The length of the path starting on a point of an active segment is returned by the 
folJowing function. 

FonnalJy: 
func P A TH_LENGTH( ? a : actives; ? x : int) : int 
I[ 

glo A. B : set of actives; 
a-prey : actives; 
S : set of actives; 
length: int; 

ifas A 
-> S:= A 

[JasB 
-> S:= B 

Ii; 
length:= 0; 
do a.b,!-I 
-> 



a-prev. S, a-prev.i = aip, a-prev.x = axp, 
a-prev.y = a.yp, a-prev.d = a.dp; 

a:= a-prey; 
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length := length + 1 ( x min a.i ) - ( x max a.i ) I; 
x := a.i 

od; 
PATH_LENGTH := length 

]1 
cnuf 

5.7 Extensions to the router 

One of the objectives of routing is that it sbould result in as many routes as possible. Though, the router 
as described may introduce nets which block the expansion of a terminal. An example is given in figure 
5.10. Assume that there are only two tracks between the modules. The points A and B are already 
connected. The points C and D still have to be connected but expansion out of C is impossible because 
the net from A to B blocks the expansion out of C, so a net between C and D is impossible. 

A 

l MO C B Ml 

D 

figure 5.10 

The problem of a blocking net may be treated in several ways. A possibility is to shift the net forming an 
obstacle such that expansion out of the blocked point is possible. This is however a difficult task, 
especially when the routing area gets more congested and the nets to be shifted are multi-point nets. 
To overcome this difficulty, an other solution is chosen. The principle of claimpoints is introduced. Each 
subsystem terminal claims the first nearest track. An example is given in figure 5.11. 

A 0 

MO Coo B Ml 

o D 

figure s.n 
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The claims can be seen as added obstacles. When the routing of A and B SlarlS, both their claimpoinlS arc 
removed, and then the router SlarlS the search for a path. This yields the configuration shown in figure 
5.12. 

A 

MO C IiJ - B Ml 
I 

I 

L-{}- D 

figure 5.12 

A draw-back of the introduction of claimpoinlS is that it may introduce routes with more bends than 
necessary. Thus, routes with minimum number of bends can not be guaranteed any longer. An example is 
given in figure 5.13. A path between A and B and one between C and D is needed. First, the path between 
A and B is constructed, and second, the one between C and D. Note, if first the path between C and D is 
constructed and then the one between A and B, then a nice routing is obtained. 

A >-

MO C -{]- fr D Ml 

IB 
figure 5.13 

The introduction of roiltes with more bends than necessary may be reduced by introducing additional 
routing space. In fac~ there should always be enough routing space between the modules because it 
enhances the traceability of the routed nelS. 
Another consequence of the introduction of claimpoinlS is that all unconnected terminals should be tried 
again after all the claimpoinlS have been removed, i.e. after a path has been searched for every net. An 
example is given in figure 5.14. It is impossible to connect the poinlS A and B, but when the nelS between 
C and D resp. E and F have been constructed, a path between A and B exislS. The result is shown in 
figure 5.15. 
In spite of the draw-backs caused by the introduction of claimpoinlS, in practice, a decrease of about 75% 
in the number of unroulable nelS may be obtained. 
Another extension made to the router is accepting some partially complete premuted nelS in a schematic 
diagram. With partiall y complete prerouted is meant that the nelS accepted must run between terminals 
and may not be dangling somewhere in the design. This extension is useful when several nelS should run 
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B 

Coo 0 
MO A 

E 0 0 F 

figure 5.14 

B 

C 0 
MO A r-

E F 

figure 5.15 

MI 

MI 

at specific tracks or have a special function which is made clear by their appearance. 

S.S Summary 

The routing algorithm has been thoroughly lreated. both in a formal and in an informal way. The 
algorithm finds in most cases the paths with a minimum number of bends and among these possibilities. 
lakes the ones with minimum wire crossings and if still a tie exists. it lakes one with minimum wire 
length. Some extensions have been pointed out, resulting in a larger number of completely routed nets 
and giving the designer a facility to start the routing algorithm when there are already prerouted nets in 
the diagram. 
The complexity of the algorithm is strongly related to the number of bends in the constructed path. If the 
number of bends is small then a path will be found in no time because the number of possible paths will 
be small. If the number of bends is large. then the algorithm becomes slow because the number of 
possible paths will also be large. If the number of possible paths is small then the algorithm will be fast. 
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6. Results 

Both the placement and routing algorithms described in the chapters 5 and 6 have been implemented in 
the language C and run on a HP9000s500. Some examples showing schematic diagrams generated by the 
placement and routing algorithm. together fonning the automatic generator. wiIl be given in this chapter. 

Example I: 
Both the placement and routing program were used to construct the schematic diagram in figure 6.1. The 
schematic diagram shows a typical example of the placement of the modules in a string. The diagram is 
composed out of 1 partition and I box. Note that if the level assignment is fixed. the number of bends is 
minimal. 

Example 2: 
This example gives four different schematic diagrams of the same network which has been generated 
automatically. 
Figure 6.2 shows a typical clustering of the modules. It is obtained with a partition size of 1 and a box 
size of 1. The partition size of 1 yields partitions comprising just one module. so no strings are searched 
for. 
Figure 6.3 shows distinct partitions containing a typical clustering structure. The diagram is obtained 
with a partition size of 5 and a box size of 1. The partition size of 5 yields partitions of at most 5 modules. 
The comprised modules fonn a functional part as can be seen in the figure. The only common nets are the 
ones caroming from the controller in the center. Because the box size is set to I, no search is made for 
strings of connected modules. 
Figure 6.4 shows partitions composed out of strings of modules. It has been obtained with a partition size 
of 7 and a box size of 5. Three partitions are formed and in the partitions. strings of connected modules 
are searched for. enforcing left to right signal flow. 
Figure 6.5 gives the placement of figure 6.2 but one module has been manually placed from the center to 
the top left. One should note that some diagrams are more pleasing than others. 

Example 3: 
Figure 6.6 shows a test for the routing program. The diagram represents a network showing the game 
"LIFE". The modules were placed by hand and the routing program was used to add the nets. In the 
network. there are 222 nets and only two nets were routed unsuccessfully. After adjusting some nets by 
hand. the routing program was started again to complete the diagram. 
To check whether the routing has been done correctly. the schematic diagram has been simulaled by the 
simulator in ESCHER +. The results were positive. 
A completely automatic generated schematic diagram of the network is shown in figure 6.7. The routing 
of just one net was impossible. A net in the network has been shifted by hand and the diagram has been 
rerouled. The resulting complclely routed diagram has been simulated which yielded positive results. 
The diagram in figure 6.7 looks much more complex than the one in figure 6.6. This can also be seen in 
the time needed for routing. It is obvious that the placement is the crucial part of the generator. If the 
placement is bad then the routing becomes slower. 
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table 6.1 

Timing Figures 

figure numbcrof number of time for time for 
modules nets PLACEMENT in ROUTING in 

CPU seconds CPU seconds 

6.1 6 6 0:03 0:03 

6.2 16 24 0:06 0:10 

6.3 16 24 0:06 0:11 

6.4 16 24 0:04 0:09 

6.5 16 24 - 0:12 

6.6 27 222 - 1:32 

6.7 27 222 0:27 11:36 
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7. Conclusions and recommendations for further research 

The automatic schematic diagram generator has been successfully developed. It is composed out of two 
parts, a placement and a routing part. 
The placement part constructs functional partitions out of the design. In the partitions, boxes are formed. 
A box contains a string of connected modules. The placement of the modules in a box enforces left to 
right signal ftow and tries to minimize the number of bends in the connections by rotating the modules. 
The placement of the boxes and the partitions concems with minimizing the overall length of the nets. 
The diagrams constructed by the placement algorithm show distinct partitions which are composed of 
distinct strings of modules. Because the issue of esthetics is very SUbjective, the size of the partitions and 
the length of the strings is user controlled. Generation of the placement of a schematic diagram is done in 
no time, so several schematic diagrams of the same network may be examined by changing the sizes. 
Besides, the placement of the modules in the generated diagram may be changed by the designer by hand, 
yielding an other configuration of the placement of the schematic diagram. Another useful feature added 
to the placement algorithm is that it accepts an already preplaced part, eventually partial prerouted. This 
enables the designer to have a great inftuence on the configuration of the placement of the schematic 
diagram. 
The routing part works with the principle of line-expansion. A very important aspect of this principle is 
that a solution is always found, if one exists. The algorithm finds the routes with a minimum number of 
bends and among these possibilities, it takes the one with a minimum number of net crossings and, if still 
a tie exists, it choses the one with minimal wire length. The resulting paths for the nets are clear and 
form traceab!~ routes, resembling hand-drawn ones. The routing algorithm is extended with the principle 
of c1aimpoints which results in a considerable reduction in the number of unsuccessfully routed nets. 
Another extension made is the possibility to accept prerouted nets. This enables the designer to construct 
some nets by hand or compose a diagram out of some partially prerouted parts. 
Combination of the placement and routing gives the automatic schematic diagram generator. It is fast and 
can be controlled easily by several options yielding different schematic diagrams of the same network. 
Because of the flexibility of both the placement and routing, the combination results in a very powerful 
tool for interactive VLSI-design, providing the designer with the desired graphical feedback. 

The generation of schematic diagrams is a rather new research area. Though the results given by the 
developed automatic generator are significant, more can be accomplished in this area. Some 
recommendations for further research, probably resulting in more pleasing schematic diagrams, are: 

- The placement of partitions and boxes is concerned with minimizing the overall length of the nets. It 
could be that an other placement criterion or an other model for the representation of the nets during the 
placement yields a better placement 

- Routing of the nets is done successively. It is probably better to construct a certain criterion for selecting 
the next net to be routed partially or completely. 
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Appendix A 

Subject 
Net-list description of a network. 

Description 
A network description readable by the automatic diagram generator is by means of a so called net-list. A 
description of the file formats used by the generator is given. 

General file rormat: 
Each file defined by the networlc description format is a sequential ASCII-file containing only printable 
characters, tabs and newlines. The file consists of one or more records, which are variable length lines: 

< FORMAT-FILE> ::= < RECORD> ( < newline> < RECORD> J 

Each record consists of a fixed number of fields. The number of fields is defined for each file of the 
format. Fields are separated by white space. 

<RECORD> ::= <FIELD> « SEPARATOR> < FIELD> J 
< SEPARATOR> ::= «blank> I <tab» « blank> I < tab> J 

Call-lile: 
This file specifies the suJ>.networks ( the modules) constituting the network. A sub-network is called an 
instance of a template. Each record gives an instance with its template. This yields the following fields: 

< INSTANCE> < TEMPLATE> with, 
< INSTANCE> ::= < string >, the instance-name, 
< TEMPLATE> ::= < string >, the template-name. 

IO-file: 
This file specifies the system terminals occurring in the network. Each system terminal possesses a certain 
type. This file gives for each terminal its type. A record contains the fields: 

< TERMINAL> < TYPE > with, 
< TERMINAL> ::= < string >, the terminal·name, 
< TYPE > ::= in I out I inou!, the type of a terminal. 

Net-list-file: 
This file gives a specification of the interconnections between the terminals. A record specifies the net 
connected with a terminal. A record contains the fields: 

< NET > < INSTANCE> < TERMINAL> with, 
< NET> ::= < string >, a net-name, 
< INSTANCE> ::= < string >, the instance-name if it is a subsystem 

terminal or otherwise the word "rool". 
< TERMINAL> ::= < string >, the name of the terminal-name. 
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Appendix B 

Name 
Quinto - adds a new module 10 liIe library. 

Synopsis 
quinlO [file] 

Description 
The program QUINTO adds a new module 10 liIe module library. The module generalOr needs a certain 
module description 10 generate a schematic representation. The generalOr only generates rectangular 
representations. A new directory is made in liIe environment variable USER_LIB with as its name liIe 
module-name appearing in liIe description. 

File format 
The file format describing a module is given by: 

<FILE> ::= < HEADING> <TERM> [<TERM> J 
< HEADING> ::= module < MODULE-NAME> < WIDTH> < HEIGHT > 
< TERM> ::= < TYPE> < TERM-NAME> < X > < Y > 
< MODULE-NAME> ::= < string >. liIe module-name. 
< WIDTH> ::= < integer >. the width of the module. 
< HEIGHT> ::= < integer >. the height of liIe terminal. 
< TYPE > ::= in lout I inoul, liIe type of the terminal. 
< TERM-NAME> ::= < string >.liIe terminal-name. 
< X > ::= < integer >. the x-coordinate of the terminal. 
< Y > ::= < integer >.liIe y-coordinate of the terminal. 

The following constraint is imposed: 
The widlil and height of a module and the x and y coordinate of a terminal must be divisible by 10. 
The position of a terminal must be on liIe outside of liIe module. 
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Appendix C 

Subject 
The representation of a module 

Description 
A module representation is put in a file. The program ESCHER can draw the symbol representing the 
module but assumes a certain format of the file containing the representation. The file format of box -like 
representations will be diseussed. 

File format 
The records allowed to appear in the file are given in fixed order, comment is denoted in Italic-font. 

#TIJE-ES-871 
this strings appears always at the beginning of the file. 

temp:Ollll 
gives information to the parser of the file. 

blame: <string> 
string gives the template-name. 

Inarne: <string> 
string gives the library-name of the template. 

repro 0 I I 00 width, height, time 
width contains the width of the template, 
height contains the height of the template, 
lime gives the creation time. 

contact b ItOOx yO I 0 
b tells whether another contact follows, 
t, the type of the contact, O=inout,l=in, 2=out, 
x,y, the position of the contact viewed from the lower left coordinate 

of the template. 

symbol: 1 35 width height width 0 
width, the width of the representation, 
height, the height of the representation. 

symbol: I 35 0 height width height 

symbol: 1 35 width 000 

symbol: 0 35 0 0 0 height 

contents: 0 0 
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AppendixD 

Subject 
The fonnat of an ESCHER-readable file 

Description 
The schematic editor ESCHER is able to read a file containing a schematic diagram. It is obvious that the 
file is desired to contain a certain fonnat. The fonnat of an ESCHER-readable file will be infonnally 
stated in this appendix because the file should be automaticaUy generated and not created by hand. 

File format 
The records allowed to appear in the file are given in nonnal font. explanation is given in Italic-font. 
Their order is fixed. 

#TUE-ES-87I 
this string appears always at the beginning of the file. 

temp: bO b I b2 b3 b4 
bO = there comes a next template. 
bl = the template-name appears in the file. 
b2 = the library-name is in the file. 
b3 = the representation of the template is in the file. 
b4 = the contents of the template are in the file. 

tnarne: <string> 
the string gives the template-name. 

!name: <string> 
the string gives the library-name. the programs PABLO and EUREKA use 
directory specified in USER_UB. 

repro bO bl b2 x-min y-min x-max y-max time 
bO = formal parameters willfollow. 
bl = the list of all contacts of the template willfollow. 
b2 = a list specifying the symbol will follow. 
x-min, y-min. the lower left coordinaJe of the representation. 
x-max, ~max, Ihe upper right coordinate of lhe representation. 
time. gives the creation time of the template. 
Because Ihe automatic generator does not create a representation, the 
parameters. contacts and symbol list will only be given and not worked out. 

fonnal: bO bl b2 b3 b4 
bO = there comes a next. 
bl = the name of the parameter willfollow. 
b2 = kind of the parameter. b e { R.l. B } 
b3 = range of the parameter. 
b4 = the default value of the parameter. 

contace bO bl tl Ib hb x y n t2 a 
bO ::::: there comes a next. 
b1 = the contact-name willfollow. 
t1 = the io-type of the contact. t1 e { O. 1,2 } and O=mout, 1 =in, 2=out, 
Ib = lowerbound of possible connected busses, 
hb = upperbound of possible connected busses, 



x = the x-coordinate of the contact, 
y = the y-coordinate of the contact, 
n = the net-nwnber, 
t2 = the electric type, 
a = attributes willfollow. 

cname: <string> 
string gives the name of the contact. 

symbol: bO "additional infonnation" 
bO = there comes a next. 

contents: bO bl 
bO = there comes a sub-system, 
bl = a node-list appears, 

subsys: bO bl b2 b3 b4 x y xl yl x2 y2 0 t 
bO = there comes a next, 
bl = the instance-name willfollow, 
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b2 = the template-name of the instance willfollow, 
b3 = the library-name will follow, 
b4 = the actual parameter list follows, assumed not to appear, 
x,y = the renter of the template, 
x1,yl = the lower left coordinate of the template, 
x2 ,y2 = the upper right coordinate of the template, 
0= orientation of the template, 
t = creation time of the template. 

instname: <string> 
string gives the instance-name. 

tempname: <string> 
string gives the template-name of the instance. 

libname: <string> 
string gives the library-name where the template can be found. 

node: bO bl b2 b3 b4 bS b6 b7 b8 b9 bIO bll bl2 b13 bl4 hl5 bl6 bl7 bl8 b19 b20 
b21 b22 b23 b24 b25 b26 b27 

bO :;;: there comes a next. 
b1 = the net-flag, assume 0, 
b2 = origin, if contact then 1, if terminal then 2, if nel/hen 0, 
b3 = origin-name follows, 
b4 = contact-name follows, 
b5 = electric type, assume 1, 
b6,b7 = the position of the node, 
b8 = range-lowerbound, assume 0, 
b9 = range-higherbound, assume 0, 
b10 = abut, assume 0, 
b11 = uplength of a contacted net, 
b12 = up-range-Iowerbound, assume 0, 
b13 = up-range-higherbound, assume 0, 
b14 = up-<>ffset, assume 0, 
bl5 = downlength of a connected net, 
b16 = down-range-Iowerbound, assume 0, 



bI7 = down-range-higherbound, assume 0, 
bI8 = down-offset, assume 0, 
bI9 = leftlength of a connected net, 
b20 = left-range-Iowerbound, asswne 0, 
b2I = left-range-higherbound, assume 0, 
b22 = left-offset, assume 0, 
b23 = rightlength of a connected net, 
b24 = right-range-Iowerbound, assume 0, 
b25 = right-range-higherbound, assume 0, 
b26 = right-offset, assume 0, 
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b27 = io-type of the node, O=inoUl,1 =in,2=out3=it is a net, 
b28 = attribUlesfollow, assume O. 

oname: <string> 
string gives the origin-name. 

coame: <string> 
string gives the contact-name. 
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Appendix E 

Name 
PABLO - places the modules and tenninals of a schematic diagram. 

Synopsis 
pablo [-p integer] [-b integer] [00 integer] [-e integer] [-i integer] [os integer] [-g] 

[net-list-file] [call-file] [io-file] 

Description 
The program PABLO places the modules and system tenninals of a network description. It is possible 
that an already preplaced part of the modules, eventually prerouted, is included. The preplaced part 
remains unchanged and the remaining modules are placed around the initial configuration. The set of 
remaining modules are partitioned and inside each partition, boxes are fonned. Boxes are strings of 
connected modules. Between each pair of nodes in the string there exists a net connected with a tenninal 
of type out or inout of the left module and a tenninal of type in or inout of the right module. The size of a 
partition and of a box is user controlled. Besides, a maximum on the number of outgoing nets may be 
imposed on each partition. The name of the template is asked for and a new directory is made in the 
environment variable USER_LIB with that specific name, containing the output The output of the 
program is a schematic diagram readable by the program ESCHER. 

The placement command has the fonn: 

pablo [options] [files] 

where options are optional flags to control the placement and files are the files used during the placement 
The files contain a description of a networlc. Their fonnats are described in Appendix A. The following 
precedence of the used files is needed: 

[net-list-file] [call-file] [io-file] 

If no system tenninal appears in the networlc then the io-file may be omitted. 

The options currently supported by the placement command are: 

Option 

-p integer 

-b integer 

-c integer 

-e integer 

-i integer 

Effect 

The size of the fonned partitions is user controlled. The option tells that the 
maximum number of modules inside a partition should not exceed the specified 
number. The default setting is 1. 

The size of the fonned strings inside a partition can be controlled by the option. 
The option gives the maximum length of a string of modules. The default setting 
is 1. 

The maximum number of outgoing nets of a partition can be controlled during 
the fonnation of the partition. If the number exceeds the given value, no new 
modules are added to the partition. The default setting is infimum. 

When placing the partitions of a network, additional space can be added around 
the partitions. The option gives the number of extra tracks to be added around 
each partition. The default setting is O. 

When placing the boxes of a partition, additional space can be added around 
each box. The option gives the number of extra tracks to be added around each 
box. The default setting is O. 



-8 integer 

-g 
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When placing the modules in a box. the number of tracks added at a specific side 
of a box equals the number of connected terminals on that side plus one. 
Additional space can be added around each module. The option gives the 
number of extra tracks to be added. The default setting is O. 

If the placement should include an already preplaced part. the option has to be 
given. The program will ask for the directory-name in in the environment 
variable USER_LIB specifying the schematic diagram of the preplaced part. The 
preplaced part will form a partition on its own. 
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AppendixF 

Name 
EUREKA - adds the unrouted nets to a schematic diagram. 

Synopsis 
eureka [-mIlts] [graphic-file] [net-list-file] 

Description 
The routing program EUREKA adds the unrouted nets to a schematic diagram. Note, it is allowed that 
some nets are partially prerouted, though they must run between terminals and may not be dangling 
somewhere in the diagram. Furthermore, the nets may not contain a cycle. When a net is unroutable, a 
warning is displayed. The output of the routing process is a schematic diagram, put in the environment 
variable USER_LIB with directory name temp. This diagram is readable by the program ESCHER. 

The routing command bas the form: 

eureka [options] [graphic-file] [net-list-file] 

where options are optional flags to control the routing process. The graphic-file must be readable by the 
program ESCHER and it contains the placement of the modules and eventually prerouted nets. The net
list-file give; the connection rules. The net-list-file is described in Appendix A. 

The options currently supported by the routing command are: 

Option 

-u 

-d 

-r 

-1 

-s 

Effect 

Around the placed modules a rectangular box is drawn, comprising all modules 
and prerouted nets. The option tells that the upper border of the box should be 
fixed at its location. This may be useful if some system terminals are situated at 
the upperside of the placement. It enforces an outgoing net perpendicular to the 
border. 

The same as in -u but at the lower side. 

The same as in -u but at the right side. 

The same as in -u but at the left side. 

A path found by the router contains a minimum number of bends, and if there 
exists several possibilities it lakes the one with minimum wire crossings and if 
still a multiple choice is possible, the one with minimum wire length. When 
giving the option's', the order is first looking at the wire length and second at 
the number of wire crossings. 
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